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Abstract

This paper summarizes the work done in the framework of the BRITE-EURAM
Contract BREU-390, devoted to the preparation and characterization (in-situ and
ex-situ) of cubic boron nitride containing films by plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition techniques.

Deposition equipments were built and modified and in-situ diagnostic
techniques were implemented on the deposition chambers. Two of the
deposition methods were successful in the preparation of cubic phase containing
films: the inductively coupled r.f. plasma one (ICP) and the electron cyclotron
resonance microwave plasma (ECR). Other methods like remote plasma and hot
filament were tried and abandoned.
The in-situ diagnostic techniques giving the most interesting information were
the Langmuir probe and the retarding energy analyzer that both provided insight
in the ion energy and density.

A theoretical model of steady-state growth of cubic boron nitride assisted by
energetic particles was developed and correlated with the present experimental
data as well as with literature one.

1. Introduction

Boron nitride exists similar to carbon in two main crystalline modifications,
hexagonal BN (h-BN) and cubic BN (c-BN) which are similar to graphite and
diamond, respectively. C-BN was first synthesized by Wentorf under high-
-pressure high-temperature (HP-HT) conditions [1]. It raised a wide interest
because of its excellent properties [2]. C-BN is the second hardest material just
after diamond, exhibits high thermal conductivity and chemical inertness and is
optically transparent in a wide range of wavelengths. Its specific advantages in
comparison with diamond are its inertness with respect to iron based materials
even at high temperature and the possibility to dope it n- or p-type. Therefore
many applications such as protective coatings, cutting tools, optical windows,
heat sinks, and high temperature electronic devices are in principIe imaginable.
However, nowadays only grinding powder and tools made of sintered HP-HT c-
BN are commercially available because most of the above mentioned
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applications require high quality c-BN fiIms which are not reached by the current
technology.

Despite the close similarities of both materials, the c-BN deposition processes as
well as the resulting film properties are very different from the diamond ones
and are less well investigated. In the early 80’s first attempts of c-BN thin film
deposition were published [3]. Since then, a large number of different CVD and
PVD methods were used to prepare hard BN films [4]. Nevertheless deposition
rates and surface areas that can be coated are rather small so that great scale
applications are not yet available. A better understanding and control of the
deposition could change this situation. This is requiring an investigation of the
influence of the working parameters on the film growth rate, composition, and
morphology simultaneous to a study of the gas phase composition and nature as
well as modelization efforts.

This paper is summarizing the results obtained in the framework of the BRITE-
EURAM  contract BREU-390 devoted to the preparation and characterization (in-
situ and ex-situ) of cubic boron nitride containing films by plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition techniques.

2. The s~ utter model

At the beginning of the project, a great uncertainty about the requirements of c-
BN deposition existed in literature. Therefore, criteria to prove the existence of c-
BN in thin films had to be derived yielding to a combination of lR spectroscopy,
diffraction and compositional analysis. Based on this criteria, a literature survey
showed that only - ion assisted deposition methods
deposition.
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The data were quantified in terms of the microscopic deposition parameters: ion
energy, ion to boron-atoms flux ratio, ion angle of incidence, ion mass and
substrate temperature. This for the first time led to the evaluation of reliable,
universal parameter ranges for c-BN deposition. It was shown that with
increasing ion bombardment (ion energy as well as ion to boron flux) regions of
h-BN, c-BN and no deposition at all appear in the parameter space. Figure 1
shows ion assisted CVD and l’VD processes to rely on a common parameter range
and therefore common growth mechanisms, and that low ion energies can be
compensated by high ion to boron flux ratios. A model based on selective
sputtering was proposed (sputter model). The different of sputter yield between
h-BN and c-BN influences the growth velocities of the respective materiais, an
effect becoming more pronounced close to the relevant no growth condition.
Assuming the modification with the highest growth velocity to be favoured, the
model is able to explain all experimental data within the limits of experimental
uncertainty. The dependencies of c-BN deposition on ion energy, ion flux, ion
mass and angle of incidence reflect typical sputter behaviors; the temperature
influence shows an additional thermal resorption mechanism. It should be
noted that the angle dependency was predicted correctly before it was measured.
Other models based on stress and subplantation show less agreement or give no
quantitative predictions for the deposition parameters.

. Experimental

l?arallel to the theoretical investigations, several experimental set-ups were
tested, in Germany,for their suitability for c-BN deposition. As expected from the
sputter model, non-ion assisted methods like hot filament and (remote) plasma
CVD led only to h-BN films. Therefore, the hot filament set-up was modified
allowing plasma assisted deposition. This finally led to the ICP (inductively
coupled plasma) method which will be described briefly below. The plasma is
generated by coupling a 13.56 MHz signal inductively via a copper coil into a
quartz tube. The plasma expands into the stainless steel reactor (diameter 14 cm)
in which the up to 800 C heatable substrate holder is mounted. An additional
13.56 MHz signal is coupled capacitively to the substrate holder generating a bias
voltage, by which ions from the plasma are accelerated towards the substrate. The
chamber is pumped by a turbomolecular pump, its base pressure is 1 10-6 mbar
During deposition, a gas mixture of trimethyl borozine (TMB), nitrogen and
argon was used. The liquid TMB was slightly heated and introduced by its own
vapour pressure, the other gases were injected by mass flow controllers. With
typical gas flows from table 2, the working pressure was 210-2 mbar. As substrates,
mainly (100) silicon wafers were used which were cleaned in situ by a plasma
process. The area which can be coated homogeneously is quite small, about 1 cmz.
Plasma characterization with the Langmuir double probe technique showed high
plasma densities up to 51011 cm-s which are suited to achieve a sufficient growth
rate even at bias voltages below 100 V. A very important advantage of the ICI? set-
up is the. independence of plasma density which controls the ion current from
the bias voltage which determines the ion energy. Both quantities can be
determined quantitatively making the ICP method well suited for basic
investigations of the deposition mechanisms. Furthermore, our experiments
cover the widest range of ion energies investigated with a single experimental
set-up up to now.
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In Belgium, one of the reactor consists of a commercial ECR-rnicrowave reactor
built by Leybolt [5] and modified in view of the present experiments. The
magnetic flux density of 87.5 mT is generated by two rings of permanent magnets.
The 2.45 GHz excitation is coupled into the plasma via an antema. The plasma is
generated inside a quartz dome (40 mm in diameter). The nitrogen precursors
were fed into the reactor from the level of the magnet rings. The boron
precursors were introduced into the plasma via a dispersal ring placed below the
magnet rings. The substrates were held on a substrate holder that could be heated
up to 900K. The temperature of the substrate hoider was measured by a Ni-NiCr
thermocouple and regulated by a thermostat. The substrate holder was powered
by a radio frequency supply via coupling capacitor in order to create a bias
controlling the ion energy. Two boron precursors and two nitrogen ones were
used in this chamber: diborane (BZH6) diluted at 10 vol. !Lo in argon, l,3,5-N-
trimethyl  borazol (TMB), nitrogen and ammonia. The deposition was taking
place in a dynamic mode: the reactants being pumped continuously. The fluxes of
the incoming gases and the pressure could be controlled independently in the
chamber. Prior to deposition, the various substrates were treated ex-situ or in-
situ: HF etching for silicon (100) wafers, polishing for steel sheets, argon etching,
nitriding. All gases were of high purity and their fluxes were controlled by mass
flow controllers. The working pressure was monitored by a baratron and a
ionization gauges. After deposition, films were cooled down under vacuum.
Another set-up was an inductively coupled radio frequency plasma (ICP) reactor.
The 13.56 MHz r.f. excitation was coupled into the plasma with a five turn coil
that was water cooled. The plasma was generated inside a 50 mm in diameter
quartz tube. The precursors were fed into the reactor with a multilevel injection
head that allowed the mixing of the precursor gases just at the entrance of the
excitation coil. The substrates were mechanically fixed to the holder that could be
heated up to 1073K with a doped SiC heating element. Direct current (d.c.) bias
could be applied to the substrate during deposition. The shallow angle of the
substrate holder was designed in order to reduce the effect of the turbulences and
to aIlow the examination of the effect of the distance from the coil on the
composition, thickness and structure of the films. Depositions were carried on in
the dynamic mode. Diborane and ammonia were used as precursors. Table 1
comp&es the two set-ups
rates, and excitation power.

Table 1:

in terms of working pressure, residence time, flow

-------  . . -—-——

working pressure (Pa) 7 - 8 x 1 0- 1 20
total flow rate (seem) 35-50 14

residence time (s) ~<1 ~ > ().5
excitation power (W) 720-960 200

bias r.f. d.c.
(v) 0->-150 ~ 0->-150

temperature (K) 673-873 473-773

Films were characterized by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) in
transmittance mode (Perkin Helmer 1725X) using a bare silicon wafer as
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reference. Film thickness and index of refraction were obtained by ellipsometry
(Sentech  SE400). The morphology. and crystallinity  were examined by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM)  (Jeol  820 and Hitachi S-4000) and transmission
electron microscopy (Philips EM300)  operating at 100 kV. The surface and
compositional depth profile were obtained by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
with a PHI 590A system.

4. Results and discussion

In Germany, with the ICP method, films containing up to 75% c-BN could be
deposited. The existence of c-BN was proved independently by infrared
spectroscope y (FTIR) and transmission electron diffraction (TED). With Auger
electron spectroscopy (AES),  c-BN films were found to be very close to
stoichiometry  tolerating carbon and oxygen impurities as high as 15 % and 5 %,
respectively. Typical growth rates achieved with the ICP method lay between 300
and 900 nm/ hr and are within the range of other CVD as well as PVD deposition
methods. The first aim was to evaluate the influences of the primary deposition
parameters ion flux (plasma density), ion energy (bias voltage) and substrate
temperature which actively contribute to the formation of c-BN.  Further
secondary mechanisms which may hinder or even prevent c-BN formation will
be discussed in a special section. Several bias voltage sequences with different
plasma densities are shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2 :: Dependence of
the bias voltage sequence on
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density and therefore finally
the ion current ).
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A1l show the same general behaviour: at low bias voltages only h-BN is obtained,
at a certain transition voltage which depends on the plasma density, c-BN is also
deposited and the c-BN content increases up to a maximum. With a further
increase of the bias voltage, the c-BN content decreases again and finally drops
down to zero. Under this conditions, again sp2 bonded BN is deposited which
was named x-BN because its detailed structure is unclear so far. In this case,
nonstoichiometry prevents c-BN deposition (see discussion below about
secondary mechanisms). The onset of the c-BN deposition is shifted to higher
ion energies with lower ion currents (lower inductive power). A similar
behaviour is found with decreasing substrate temperature. These effects can be
well explained by the sputter model because in in both cases, increasing material
loss processes (sputtering and thermal resorption, respectively) lead to a
reduction of incorporated material. Therefore, a lower ion current is sufficient to
reach the same number of ions per deposited boron atoms which figure 1 shows
to be the relevant parameter. Furthermore, a reduction of the growth rates found
with increasing ion energy and substrate temperature directly reflects the above
effect. Therefore, it can be concluded that the behaviour of the primary
deposition parameters found with our ICP experiments is in good agreement
with the sputter model, which originally was derived from PVD data. With
figure 1, it could be shown that even quantitatively, CVD and PVD use the same
primary deposition parameters, a central result of our work which was achieved
due to a close interaction of experimental (ICP deposition) and theoretical work
(sputter model). Up to now, only the growth process of c-BN has been adressed
(i.e. the addition of c-BN on a c-BN film). Nevertheless the initial formation of c-
BN is of great importance and up to now only transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) investigations of PVD films exist. AII of them find a sequence of a thin
amorphous layer, followed by a h-BN layer and finally the nanocrystalline  c-BN.
The h-BN is textured with its c-axis parallel to the substrate surface. An
investigation of PVD films performed in cooperation with the University of
Konstanz revealed an orientational relationship between the (0002) plane of the
textured h-BN and the (111) plane of the c-BN on top of it. A very similar
relationship was found to strongly enhance the nucleation effectivity in case of
diamond deposition on HOPG. Although the poor mechnical properties of the c-
BN films deposited with the ICP method prevented a TEM investigation, the
nuceation sequence was investigated indirectly by a combination of infrared
spectroscopy, ellipsometry, TED and elastic recoil detection (ERD). In principle,
the same nucleation sequence as with PVD was found but in contrast to PVD, the
textured h-BN layer was less dense and only partly textured. This may decrease
the nucleation effectivity and lead to thicker nucleation layers as well as a lower
c-BN contents which both are characteristic for CVD c-BN films. Although the
nucleation process can not be described by the sputter model, the experimental
findings are not contradiction with it. On the contrary, the great differences
between nucleation and growth processes point out that different mechanisms
occur. Above, it has been shown that nucleation as well as growth of ion assisted
CVD and ,PVD rely on the same basic mechanisms. Slight differences were found
in the nucleation step and further experimental investigations showed that
besides the primary physical mechanisms additional secondary mechanisms
influence c-BN growth. The most important ones are stoichiometry and the effect
of hydrogen which will be discussed in the following section.
C-BN films were found to exhibit a nearly stoichiometric B/N ratio. From our
own as well as literature data, a narrow range between 0.9 and 1.1 was estimated
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to be suited for c-BN deposition. Although the mechanism by which
nonstoichiometry  prevents c-BN formation is not clear so far, at least the reasons
for its occurence can be investigated. Therefore, a detailed analysis of several bias
voltage sequences was performed which revealed an interesting general
behaviour: At zero bias, the films are stoichiometric h-BN and the hexagonal
layers are oriented in plane of the substrate. With increasing bias voltage, the
B/N ratio increases and the hexagonal layers tend to orientate perpendicular to
the substrate surface. With the onset of c-BN deposition, the B/N ratio drops
down to a nearly stoichiometric value and increases again. Finally, x-BN is
reached which is rnarkebly different from h-BN achieved with low ion
bombardment. It is boron rich, contains a high carbon content and exhibits a
strange surface morphology. Furthermore, it shows additional features in
infrared absorption. The B/N ratios found lay always above the upper
stoichiometr  y limit of 1.1 preventing the growth of c-BN. On the other hand,
high boron and carbon contents are known to reduce the sputter yields of BN
films so that x-BN is even more stable under ion bombardment than c-BN and
can therefore exist at higher ion energies. The B/N ratio of a deposited film is not
only governed by the relevant boron and nitrogen fluxes to the surface but also by
sputter processes. From investigations of similar systems, nitrogen is expected to
be sputtered preferentially. The influence of this effect on the B/N ratio is most
pronounced close to the ‘no growth’ condition. Assuming a stronger preferential
sputtering for h-BN than in case of c-BN, the experimental data can be well
explained. Therefore, the drastic changes of the B/N ratio at the phase transitions
indicate changes in the sputter conditions and again point out the relevance of
sputter processes in c-BN deposition. Systematic changes in the B/N ratio were
also observed in the nucleation layer, but their implications for the nucleation
process are not clear up to now. The main difference between CVD and PVD
deposition is the existence of hydrogen in the gas phase of the first method.
Therefore, the influence of hydrogen was investigated by deposition experiments
as well as by film characterization with ERD. Addition of small amounts of
hydrogen in ICI? deposition prevented c-BN formation although the physical
deposition parameters remained nearly unchanged. Hydrogen is regarded to be
detrimental for c-BN deposition which is in agreement with the fact that in CVD
an upper boundary of about 75 ‘Io c-BN exists whereas with PVD nearly 100 0/0 c-
BN can be achieved. Interestingly, the addition of hydrogen did not affect c-BN
nucleation; if after the nucleation process hydrogen addition was stopped, c-BN
grew immediately. This again is a hint of fundamental differences between c-BN
nucleation and growth. ERD measurements which were performed at the
Technical University of Munich showed hydrogen to be mostly located in the spz
fractions of the films, especially the nucleation layer. Infrared spectroscopy
showed only small amounts of the hydrogen to be bonded in the BN lattice. In
light of this, the destruction of the crystalline lattice due to hydrogen can not be
the main reason for c-BN suppression, and the fundamental mechanisms are not
clear so far.
C-BN films deposited with ion assisted methods do not fulfill the requirements
of industrial processes. The most important proble’m is the poor adhesion which
is a consequence of a large stress within the coatings and a low adhesion strength
between the film and the substrate. Some measures of stress reduction and
adhesion improvement have been reported in literature so far but these up to
now are more or less isolated empirical results. In light of this, a model based on
the sputter model and experimental findings was developed to describe the build-
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up of compressive stress. Very briefly, the stress is regarded to be proportional to
the fraction of interstitial atoms which itself is modelled by a balance of ion
induced interstitial production and thermal as well as ion induced interstitial
relaxation. Despite ‘the simplicity of the model it is able to describe the
experimental tendencies correctly. It predicts the stress to be reducable by using
high ion energies, high angles of ion incidence and high substrate temperatures.
Furthermore, conventional measures of stress reduction like post-deposition
annealing and interlayers between substrate and c-BN film fit well into the
context of the model. Further, the question of improvement of the adhesion
strength between film and substate has to be adressed. The underlying physical
mechanisms are quite complex, especially if one takes the nucleation sequence
into account. One strategy may be to try to avoid the textured h-BN layer. This is
probably the weakest link limiting adhesion either by its mechanical properties or
by a chemical instability with respect to water.
For films prepared by ECR-microwave in Belgium, the chemical composition
obtained by AES was compared for four different types of gas mixtures: Nz +
B2H6/Ar,  NH3 + B2H6/Ar, NH3 + MB, Nz + TMB. If BzH6 was used as the boron

o
precursor, there was no cIear difference between the films prepared with N2 and
N H 3. The films were contaminated with C and 0. at the surface due to
atmosphere exposure but the contamination level was very low in the bulk. If
TMB was used as the boron precursor, the films were carbon contaminated in the
bulk. For identical deposition conditions (incIuding the 13/N ratio in the gas
phase), the use of NH3 in place of Nz reduced the C/N ratio in the film. The Ho
created by the decomposition of NH3 in the plasma and detected by optical
emission spectroscopy, was probably etching the carbonaceous component. This
effect was not present if N2 was used. Another effect of NF13 as nitrogen precursor
was to reduce drastically the ion density and to increase the electron temperature
in the plasma, thus modifying the growth conditions for all other parameters
kept identical. This was most probably related to the presence of hydrogen in the
plasma, it could affect the quality of the deposited films as mentioned in
reference [6] .In the case of a TMB + N2 mixture, increasing the temperature from
523 to 673 K reduced the carbon and oxygen content of the films. Most of the C
and O containing species were probably desorbing in between these two
temperatures. After an initial rise of the B/N ration perhaps due to preferential

e sputtering, the composition was homogeneous in the bulk of the films, as shown
by sputter depth profiling (figure 3 ). This type of profile was also observed by
other groups [7]. We did not detect any influence of the distance from the coil on
the composition of the ICP films.
The treatments of substrates (ex-situ or in-situ) had basically no major influence
on the adhesion of the films. The most important factor affecting this property
was the B/N ratio in the gas phase and so in the films. Increasing the B/N ratio
resulted in flaking of the films and in a high sensitivity to moisture at the
substrate-deposit interface independent of the preparation method. The
sensitivity to moisture was very well localized at the substrate-film interface and
could probably indicate a higher boron concentration at that level. The surface
structure was not affected by moisture. Layer deposited on silicon and steel were
stable in air ( B/N ratio close to 1) and withstood the tape adhesion test and
scratch test with a steel needle. The films prepared by both methods were made of
micro- or nanocrystallites 10 to 50 nm Iarge, uniformly spread on the whole
surface. The microstructure did not change with the substrate. The films
prepared by ICP and ECR-microwave could not be distinguished by their



microstructure. No major influence of other parameters like temperature ,or
substrate bias could be detected.
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figure 3: AES depth profile of a BN film prepare by ECR-microwave with
TM13 as boron precursor

As the deposition of passivating and insulating films onto IWV semiconductor
surfaces is still a major problem to be overcome in the developing 111/V
technology, we tried to deposit boron nitride on n type In.P by ECR-microwave in
absence of bias. The ion bombardment induced a segregation of the iridium at the
surface of the InP substrate. The process was too energetic for the sensitive nature
of these surfaces.
In the range between 400 and 4000 wavenumbers, IR spectra of c-BN containing
films exhibited only three distinct peaks at more or less 1080, 1380, and 800 cm-l.
These peaks were representative respectively of the c-BN reststrahlen  band, the
h-BN in plane stretching and out “of plane bending vibrations. The 1380 and 800
cm-l peaks are also present for other sp2 phases of BN, so IR spectra did not tell
us which form we were producing with precision. The characteristic c-BN peak at
1080 cm-l was only detected for films prepared by ECR-microwave plasma at high
bias voltage (-150 V) with substrates close to the ionization region. Similar IR
spectra were obtained with B2&/Ar  + N2, and TMB + NE-Is mixtures. The width
at half height of the c-BN peak was very narrow in comparison with the
published results of other groups. This feature was related to the film itself and
not to the substrate as proven by cross checking the IR spectrum of the substrate.
By ICI?, we never obt~ined the characteristic peak of c-BN, but spectra of h-BN
very similar to those published by other authors for films deposited by ICP in the
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absence of or with a low substrate bias -20, -50 V). The peak shapes were not
influenced by the applied d.c. bias and by the substrate temperature (200-500°C).
Since ail forms of BN are electrical insulators, it was very probable that after
several nanometers of deposit, the restdting  layer prevented the development of
a high enough negative potential at the surface of the growing film in such a way
that ion bombardment was not energetic or intense enough to favor the growth
of the c-BN phase.
The effect of deposition parameters on the deposition rate was also investigated.
In ICP, increasing the bias induced a decrease of the deposition rate. This seemed
to indicate that despite the insulating character of the depositing layer, ion
bombardment was still present and was affecting adsorbed species. In the absence
of bias or with a bias of -50V, increasing the temperature from 220”C to 475*C
increased the deposition rate from 126 nrn/ hr to 168 nm/hr. The distance
separating the substrate from the coil influenced greatly the deposition rate it
dropped by a factor 1.8 at a distance of 25mm. This decrease in the deposition rate
with distance was not accompanied with a change in the composition.
For films deposited by ECR-microwave plasma, the deposition rate was dropping
from 540 nm/hr to 120 nm/hr when the substrate bias was varied from -10 to -
150 V. This variation of the deposition rate was accompanied by a substantial
variation of the composition: the B/N ratio in the film decreased from 2 at -70 V
bias to 1 at -150 V bias. This indicated a major contribution of the sputtering
phenomenon in agreement with the sputter model. Depositions carried on onto
silicon wafers, 100 mm in diameter, showed a maximum thickness variation of
20 YO (measured between the center and the far edge of the wafer). This is a major
advantage of the ECR-microwave method.
Samples prepared in the ICP machine were examined by atomic force microscopy
(AFM) to evaiuate their roughness and grain size. All images were taken in air
with force ranging between 10-~ and 10-9 N. The roughness was determined on
lengths of 2 ~m and averaged on segments in different areas of the same films.
The smoothest film were prepared at low temperature and without any bias.

This very low roughness (RMS roughness = 2-3 nm, T=230”C) of films deposited
on silicon wafers was associated with the absence of crystallinity. A d.c. bias of -
150 V was associated to an increase by a factor of three of the roughness (RMS
roughness = 10-11 nm, T=250”C),  but a bias of -50V did not modify significantly
the roughness. The threshold for ion erosion was probably not reached for this
bias value. Increasing the temperature from 200”C to 500”C increased the
roughness by a factor of two (from 2-3 nm to 6-7 rim). This increase was probably
associated to the increase in the crystalIinity  of the films. By electron microscopy,
crystallite of few nanometers were observed for the high temperature films.
Nevertheless, no significant signal could be obtained by X-ray diffraction.

5. Conclusions

Great progress has been achieved compared to the state of the art of c-BN
deposition at the beginning of the project. An extensive data collection reduced
the uncertainties concerning c-BN deposition existing so far. Due to the
knowledge of the required deposition parameters, the ICI? deposition method
could be adapted successfully to c-BN deposition.
A model was developed which showed selective sputtering of h-BN to be the
dominating mechanism for c-BN deposition. This model is in good quantitative
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agreement with ion assisted CVD as well PVD experiments and shows both to
rely on the same parameter ranges. C-BN nucleation was investigated
experimentally revealing also in this point the same principle mechanisms in
CVD and PVD. With PVD, lattice matching between the nucleation Iayer and the
c-BN on top of it was found which is expected to strongly influence the
nucleation step. Further experimental work showed hydrogen to be detrimental
for c-BN growth which can explain some slight differences between CVD and
PVD deposition. Furthermore, the effect of stoichiometry was investigated which
led to the discovery of a preferential nitrogen sputtering mechanism.
The comparison of two boron precursor showed that the contamination level is
highly reduced by the use of B2H6. Films containing a fraction of c-BN were also
prepared by ECR-microwave  method for high ion density and ion energy in
agreement with the proposed model. In addition this method is very promising
in terms of up-scaling as homogeneous deposits can be obtained for substrates
larger than 50 mm in diameter.
Due to adhesion failure, c-BN films are not suited for industrial applications so
far. Concerning this, the situation is comparable to the knowledge about the basic
deposition process at the beginning of this project: isolated studies exist but a

● general concept and systematic investigations are missing so far. First approaches,
which include a simple model of stress build-up were undertaken to solve this
problem. However, a large quantity of experimental as well as theoretical work is
necessary to get more insight into this complex phenomenon. It is expected that
the quality of c-BN films strongly benefits from a more detailed understanding of
the deposition process.
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Mechanisms in’ ion induced c-BN growth

S, Reinke, M. Kuhr and W. Kulisch’ /.
University of Kassel,  Institute of Technical Physics, Heinrich  Plett  Strasse 40, 34109 Kassel  (Germany)
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Abstract
i

A literature survey on ion beam assisted deposition of boron nitride shows wel[ defined ranges (domains) of microscopic parameters
in which different phases of boron nitride occur. These are interpreted in terms of ~ growth  model i?r which temperature dependent
resorption of incoming material  and selective sputtering of h-BN play dominating roles. This concept is transferred to chemical
vapour  deposition in which microscopic parameters cannot be quantified well. For this case a simple rule is developed which also
shows the influenee  of sputtering during deposition. c-BN is compared with diamond-like carbon with respect to dominating
deposition mechanisms.

.

1. Introduction

in recent years, much work on c-BN film formation
has been performed with physical vapour deposition
techniques such ai ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD)
[1-5], ion plating [6-8] and r.f. sputtering ,[9,, 10].
Also chemical vapour deposition (CVD) techniques such
as electron cyclotron resonance CVD [11, 12] and r.f.
CVD [13, 14] have been used successfully. In all these
techniques impact of”energetic ions” onto the growing
BN film occurs. Our aim was to investigate the role of
ion “bombardment during deposition and to identify
basic mechanisms. Collected experimental data are inter-
preted in terms of a growth model which is also applica-
ble to CVD.

2. Data collection : -

The following is a list of relevant microscopic depos-
ition parameters: boron s@iking  rate FB (the number of
boron atoms striking the substrate per unit time and
area); ion flux FiO~;  ion energy EiO~; ion angle of incidence
@; ion mass (distribution); substrate temperature T,.

In .IBAD these parameters can be measured and
controlled independently. Thtis from a collection of
IBAD data, information about the basic mechanisms in
c-BN growth can be gathered. Details of our data
evaluation are given elsewhere [ 15]. For a flux indepen-
dent description of the deposition process, the ion to
atom arrival ratio F = FiOJ~~  is introduced. In Fig. 1,
all available data p“oints for 1:1 mixtures of argon and
nitrogen at temperatures between 350 and 400 “C are
given in- an Eion-F plot. The data of Djouadi e~ al. [4]
seem to be shifted about 150 eV on the energy ‘scale
which can be attributed at least in part to different

.
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Fig. 1, Dependence of the structure of ion beam assisted deposition
BN films on ion energy EiO. and the ion to boron. atom arrival ratio 
“F: circles, data from Tanabe et aL [2]; squares, data from Kester  and
Messier  [1 ] ;  ’ tr iangles,  data’from  Djouadi  et al. [4]. . .

reference potentials, (anode or cathode) in the evaluation
of the acceleration voltage [16].

In Fig. 2 all available data with a fixed ion energ
500 eV (600 e,v for Djouadi et al.). are shown. Figures 1
and 2 both show h-B-N for low F values, and with
increasing ion bombardment a sharp transition to c-BN.
If the ion. flux is increased further, no net film growth
can be detected. At high energies a transition from pure
c-BN to a mixture of h-BN and c-BN, is observed [2,
17] which is commonly attributed to radiation  dam
processes and is not treated further here.

3 .  B a s i c  m e c h a n i s m s

For all points, lying on, the boundaries F. (see Figs. 1
and’2 ), the yield of removed material equals the growth

1994 El i S i All i ht d
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Fig, 2. Dependence of the structure of ion beam assisted deposition
BN films on substrate temperature’ T,  and ion to boron atom arrival
ratio R circles, data from Tanabe et aL [3]; squares, data from Kester
and Messier [ 1]; triangles; data from Djouadi  et al. [4].

rate, so no net growth occurs. Two effects can be
responsible for this ‘material loss. First, incoming boron
atoms may have a temperature dependent sticking prob-
ability less than unity, thus some of.them desorb. Second,
the energetic ions may sputter part of the ‘already
deposited’ material. The teti  resorption is used in the
following for all ‘material striking the surface that is
removed not by collision cascades due to ion bombard-
ment. To fulfill a no growth condition the removal rate

of c-BN per incoming ion Y: must be twice the rate of
incoming boron atoms per ion F; 1 (E, T). The factor 2
occurs because with every boron atom also one nitrogen
atom has to be removed. Surplus nitrogen diffuses out”
of the” film and desorbs  (see Fig. 3, right hand side):

2 “ YJE)
= Y~(E, T)=—

Fe(E, T), SC(T)
(1)

Z(E)  denotes the energy dependent sputter yield of

5“” I -
I

.O,. L 1 I I .1/ I
c ‘3Q0 6 0 0 9 0 0 1200 “o

i o n  e n e r g y  (e\7) N / B  1

Fig. 3. Energy dependence of the boundary Fh compared with different
model>  ., inverse proportional sputter yield Ar-+graphite  [18] fitted
“to Fh at 300 eV. Right hand side: film comparison (hT/B ratio) ‘as a
function of F (shown schematically).

c-BN and S(T) the temperature dependent sticking prob-
ability of the incoming boron atoms on c-BN. It should
be, ‘noted that eqn. ( 1 ) reads in units of atoms per “ion.
The right-hand side of eqn. ( 1 ) indicates the difference
between the removal rate. and the corresponding sputter
yield. If for example SC= 0.5, the removal rate equals
twice the sputter yield because every second atom is
desorbed.

Let us, now focus on the boundary Fh between the
h-BN and the c-BN domains. No pure c-BN is observed
with F values lower than unity representing the condition
for film stoichiometry  [15]. For low ion energies: and
substrate temperatures the boundary Fh rises to higher
F values. Let us assume that Fh also represents a no”
growth condition, this time for h-BN. The corresponding
removal rate of h-BN, Yt, must than be similar to
eqn. (1)

2 Y,(E)
=Y:(E, T)=—

Fh(E, T ) Sh ( T)
(’2)

where Yh(E) denotes the sputter yield of h-BN and s~ (
the sticking probability of boron on h-BF.I.

3.1. Deposition parameters .
Figure 1 clearly indicates c-BN” deposition to be a

function of the ion energy. At fixed temperatures it
follows from eqn. (2) that the energy dependency of
Fh(E) should be inversely proportional to U(E). To our
knowledge Yh(E) is not known, therefore we compare
the energy dependence of the similar system
Ar+graphite  [18], fitted at 300 eV. As can be seen from
Fig; 3, Fh(E) is well reproduced for ener~es  below
500 eV. The right side of Fig. 3 indicates that correct
stoichiometry of [N]/[B] = 1 is a necessary condition
for c-BN growth determining ‘ Fh at energies above
500 eV. Also shown in Fig. 3 are the energy dependence
F CCE” ‘“s and ~ccE  -1. The first does not fit the data
well, showing that Kester’s proposal [ 1 ] of ion momen-
tum per boron atom being the decisive quantity in c-BN
deposition is not supported. The F aE - 1 dependence
fits reasonably well. This is no contradiction to our
model because in the relevant energy range the sputter
yields of light elements are often found to be nearly
proportional to the ion energy [19]. From eqns. (1) and
(2) it follows for the ratio of the’ sputter yields of h-BN
and c-BN that

YhFcsh”— =  — (3j’
‘~ F#C

Assuming the sticking probability to be independent” of
the crystal structure, a selectivity in the sputter yield like
YJ”~NFc/Fh  = 2.4 is determined from’Fig. 1 (at 500 eV).
Preferential etching of h-BN has already been observed
in the literature [11, 14]. Correcting the reported etch
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rates by film densities yields Y~ YC x 2, showing indeed
that preferential sputtering occurs.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the c-BN domain is also
temperature dependent, Below 350 ‘C F~(E) rises to
higher F’ values with decreasing T,. Since sputter pro-
cesses have been shown to be temperature independent
[21], resorption processes have to be responsible for
this. With a fixed sputter yield, from eqn. (2) follows
Fh(T)oc  sh(T). This means that at low temperatures,
where the sticking probability of incoming boron atoms
is close ,to unity, high values of Fh are” expected which
decrease with temperature owing to resorption processes
(s, < 1). This is actually observed in Fig. 2 between 230
and 350 ‘C. The flat dependence at high temperatures is
again attributed to film stoichiometry.
Investigations of ‘c-BN deposition with different
masses of bombarding ions (Ar, Kr, Xe) showed a sharp
threshold in momentum per boron atom, p/a=
F(2myE)05, separating the h-BN and c-BN domains
[1]. E denotes the ion energy, m and M ion ‘and target
masses respectively and y = 4mM/(m + A4)2.  As shown
above, - the derived energy dependence FhaE-0’5 does
not fit the experimental data. However, the mass depen-
dence of p/a could be the reason for the observed
threshold. In Table  1 (again for Ar +graphite)  it is seen
that the mass dependence of sputter yields, can be
approximated well by Ycc (y@05, thus showing that our
model is able to explain the above findings.

3.2, Material loss
1 Sputtering and resorption both lead to material loss
during deposition. Therefore, the probability of incoming
boron atoms being incorporated into the growing BN
film p~ can be calculated from the measured boron flux
RB and growth rate of BN films RBN. As expected,
Table 2 shows that strong material loss occurs under

TABLE 1. Dependence (my)’s fitted to sputter yields Y of Xe, Kr [22]
and Ar [18] on graphite at 61W eV

Ion JY (my)os (au.)

Xe - 0.21 0:21
Kr “ 0 , 1 7 0.189
Ar 0 . 1 5 0.146

PB

1

B-rich

h-.~ I

,,
3 4

,;

P.e ‘“

RBX

“1 F, 3 ~’
F  .(ions/boron  a t o m )

Fig. 4. Predicted dependence of the boron incorporation probability
p~ on the ion to boron atom arnvaI ratio F.

c-BN deposition conditions. The consequences of our
model with respect to the incorporation- probability are
shown schematically in Fig. 4 for 300 eV and 350 ‘C. A
certain amount of boron is removed via resorption,

indicated by the hatched, region. If ion bombardment is
now taken into account, this results in a linear decrease
in ~B down to Fh where h-BN. is no longer stable. The
c-BN domain will also show a linear decrease in p~ with
increasing F down to F= where. the no growth boundary
is reached. Points B and C represent p~ values from
Table 2 at 350 “C relative to Fh (40V0 below and’2W0
above Fh) respectively. “Between the two domains a
mixed phase occurs “for which no growth rate data ‘are
available. Although there are many uncertainties,. Fig. 4
shows our, model-to predict the trends correctly. It seems
as if c-BN only has a chance to grow if h-BN is not
stable with respect to ion bombardment, Below Fh, c-BN
nucleation sites are probably instantly grown over by
h-BN which is the thermodynamic stable modification.

Temperature also affects PB. Figure 5 shows schemati-
cally. the behaviour  at two different substrate temper-
atures and fixed ion energy of 500 eV. At 350 ‘C the
situation is the same as shown in Fig. 4. Low substrate
temperatures. lead to an increase in Fh (and probably
also F=). Also j~ is expected to increase. Actually, from
Tabie 2 it can’ be seen that for c-BN PB is distinctly
higher with a water cooled substrate holder (0.29-0.46)
t h a n  a t  350”C ( 0 . 1 6 ) .

7,

TABLE 2, Deposition conditions and growth rates of diilerent experiments

Reference ‘ E, on (eV.) F T (w R, (nm rein”*) R~N (nm rein-1 , Modif ica t ion  PB

2 3 0 0 1 . 2 3 350 - 3,3 2.5 - h-BN 0,3
2 1200 1.23 350 3.3 0.42 Mixed % 0.06

2 3 . 500 1,23 3 5 0 ” “ 3 . 3 0.83 c - B N 0.16
5 500 1 .08=2.2 Water cooled 18 8.4-13.8 c-B’N 0.29-0.47

—
The abbreviations are explained in-the text. p~ was calculated assumi~g densities p~ = 2.48, ph =2.29 and p== 3.48 g cm-3 for boron, h-BN arid
c-BN respectively.
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Fig. 5. Influenee of the substrate ~emperature on the dependence of
the boron incorporation rate p~ on the iou to boron atom arrival
ratio F.

3.3. Chemical vapour deposition ofc-BN
In CVD of c-BN with the methods cited above,

massive ion bombardment of the growing film can also
be expected but the parameter F and also the ion energy
cannot be determined. Nevertheless, the integrated effect
of ion bombardment can be evaluated by measuring the
etch rate Re of h-BN films under deposition-like condi-
tions without boron source gas. Also, the net growth
ratedf BN’films  R~~ can be easily determined. In Table 3
we compare typical data for the ratio R = RJR~~ for
different CVD experiments showing that R> 2 can be
regarded as a necessary condition for c-BN growth. This
is in accordance with Fig. 4 where R= and R~~ are
indicated schematically. The condition R >2 again shows
that most of the incoming material must be removed
via sputter processes.

Yokoyama et al. [12] used very low ion energies close
to the sputter threshold and measured typical ion current
densities of 5 WA cm – 2. For similar plasma conditioris
without substrate -bias they observed a growth rate of
13 nm min T 1. From tks, F =28 can be calculated. It
seems that it is possible to compensate low ion eneq+es
with high .~ values if only the condition R >2 is fulfilled.
Other successful CVD experiments probably lie in
between the parameter range of Yokoyama et al. and
the IBAD range.

4. Discussion

c-BN is often, compared with sp3 bonded carbon”
modifications such as diamond and diamond-like carbon
(“DLC). In’Table 4 typical deposition conditions of D
and c-BN are compared showing distinct differences, for
example in the ion energy. Therefore, theoretical
approaches to DLC [25] cannot “be transferred, to c-BN
because the energy at which the maximum sp3 content
is predicted for DLC is closely related to the displace-
ment energy. This quantity surely is not that different
for BN. McKenzie et al: proposed that film stress creates
high pressure like conditions in thin film DLC growth
[26] and. extended this concept to c-BN [27]
Nevertheless, it remains unclear how the transition of
deposited. h-BN (no stress at the surface) to c-BN in
deeper layers can occur at low substrate temperatures
In our opinion the different deposition conditions and
the fact that sputter processes play no role in DLC
deposition are hints that different effects -dominate in
DLC and c-BN deposition.

In the deposition of metastable  materials (e.g. di
mend, DLC or c-BN) generally two steps have to be
distinguished: nucleation and growth. Recent investiga- “
tions of the very first stage of c-BN deposition with
transmission electron microscopy and IR spectroscopy
showed that first a thin layer of amorphous material
(2 nm) and then a layer of h-BN (2-5 nm) is deposited
until c-BN grows [28]. The h-BN layer is textured with
the c-axis parallel to. the substrate surface, perhaps as a
result of compressive ‘stress. This is not in contradiction

TABLE 4. Comparison of deposition conditions and film properties
o f  D L C  a n d  c-BN

DLC c-BN

~ ~cj < 1 5 0 Up to 8 5 0
E,On (eV,) <150 Uf) to 800
F (ions per C, B-atom) *1 >1
Sputtering Plays no role Dominant
T r a n s i t i o n  sp2~sp3 Smooth Sharp
Film erystidlinit y Amorphous Nanocrystalline

(5-20 nm) “
Maximum sp3 content 90 95
(%)

“.

TABLE 3. Growth parameters for CVD c-BN deposition

Referenee Bias voltage (eV) R= ‘(rim min ‘]) R~N (nm ruin”) R = R~R~N
.,

2 0 2W 28 14 ,’ 2.0 ‘
24 , 600 8 , ” 3.6
12

2.2
15+15 PP , 12 2.4 5.0

R, etch rate of h-BN under deposition-like conditions; R,N growth rates of deposited c-BN tlms. PP stands for plasma potential.

,, .,
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to our model if one assumes that under these conditions
the ion range is enhanced, leading to a reduction in
sputter yield (channeling effect ). This seems reasonabl~
if one keeps in mind the. bond lengths in h-BN of
approximately 3,33 ~ in the c-direction and 1.45 A per-
pend icu la r  t o  th i s  d i r ec t ion .

5. Summary

It must be stated that the nucleation process in c-BN
deposition” is not yet understood at all. For the growth
phase it was shown that processes leading to the removal
of material play a decisive role. This can be seen directly
in the low boron incorporation probabilities ( below 0.5 ).
The dependence of the c-BN domain on ion energy,
substrate temperature and ion mass have been interpre-
ted’ in terms of sputtering and resorption” processes.
c-13N deposition takes place just beneath the resputter
region, and the sputtec  yield of c-BN was found to be
lower than that of h-BN. From these facts the experimen-
tally observed c-BN domain is a logical consequence.
Additionally, film stoichiometry  has been found to be a
necessary condition for c-BN growth. Measurements of
the dependence on the angle of incidence of the c-BN,
domain and of the energy and ion mass dependence of
the h-BN and c-BN sputter yields may be suitable” tests
for our model.
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Recent Results” in Cubic Boron Nitride Deposition in Light 
the Sputter Model

“S. Reinke?  M. Kuhr, W. Kulisch,  and R. Kassing’
Institute of Technical Physzcs,  University of Kassel

Heinrich Plett Str. ~0, 34109 Kassel, FRG ,-

Abstract

In the field of c-BN deposition, ion assisted processes are most common and best investigated.
Understanding of the deposition mechanisms is the basic key to improve film quality, and there-’
fore, to realize potential applications. Recently, Reinke et al. developed a sputter model for ion
assisted c-BN deposition in which material removal processes (sputtering and resorption) play
mayor roles [1]. This model is used as guideline in order to give an overview on c-BN deposition.
The first part investigates the ,growth mechanisms of ion assisted c-BN deposition. Therefore, a
data collection which includes CVD and .PVD deposition methods was” performed. The resulting
dependencies are discussed in Light ,of the sputter model. By. comparison with other models, it
is found that most of the experimental facts can best be described in terms of the sputter model
whereas in the nucleation step compressive stress plays an additional role. In the second part,
c-BN deposition is considered in a wider cent ext. Current problems and some first approaches
to overcome these problems are discussed. Furthermore boron “nitride is compared to the sp3

carbon modifications tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta- C ) and diamond. It is concluded that
c-BN and t a- C reIy on different growth mechanisms; the investigation of extended parameter
rangesin  search for new ion assisted, carbon and BN modifications is proposed. Some approaches
in c-BN deposition without ion assistance are discussed in accordance to diamond deposition.
Nevertheless the advances are small and no process yielding similar high quality material a
CVD d i a m o n d  e x i s t s .

1 Introduction

Boron nitride exists similar “to carbon in two main crystalline modifications, hexagonal’ BN (h-.
BN.) and cubic BN (c-BN) which are similar to graphite and diamond, respectively. C-BN was
first synthesized by Wentorf under high-pressure high-temperature (HP-HT) conditions [2]. It
raised much interest because of its excellent properties [3]. C-BN is the second hardest mater-
ial next to diamond, exhibits high thermal conductivity and chemical inertness and is optical

transparent in a wide range. Its special advantages with respect to diamond are its inertness
with respect to, iron. even at high temperatures and the possibility, of p- and n-type doping.
Therefore many applications such as protective coatings, cutting tools, optical windows, heat
sinks, and high temp&ature  electronic devices aie principally imaginable. However, nowadays
only grinding’ powder and cutting tools from sintered HP-HT  c-BN are commercially relevant
because most of the. above. applications require high quality c-BN films which are not reached
b y  t h e  c u r r e n t  t e c h n o l o g y .

Despite the cIose similarities of ‘both materials, the c-BN deposition processes as well as
the resulting film properties are very different to diamond thin films,. and c-BN is less well
investigated. In the early 80~ies  first attemps of c-BN thin “film deposition were undertaken
[4]. Since then a large ntimber  of, at a first view, very different CVD and l’VD methods were
report ed leading to hard  BN films. Many authors claimed to have deposited c-BN films but
did not sufficiently characterize their films or misinterpreted the results. Therefore it seems to
be adequate to define some criteria’ for c-BN characterization” similar to the ‘working definition
of diamond films>  by Messier et al. [5]. In our vie\;, at least three independent methods are
required’ in order to prove the existence of c-BN within a BN film: , ,.

,,
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Infrared Spectroscopy .Infrared (absorption) spectroscopy (IR.AS ) is the most common cha-
racterization technique. In the range between 400 to 4000 wavenumbers, absorption ,spect ra of
c-BN (containing) films exhibit only three distinct peak;  at approx. 1080, 1380 and 800 cm-l.
These are represent ative for the c- BN reststrahlen  band, and the h-BN in plane stret thing and
out of plane bending vibrations, respectively. The first requires long range order (at least nano-
crystallinity)  and is therefore only present for crystalline c-.BN; the h-BN peaks are also present
for every other sp2 phase (amorphous, turbostratic  and rhombohedral  BN). Because little is
known about the detailed structure of the sp2 content in mixed films, in the following the term
h-BN will be. used in general for all sp2 modifications. The ,absolute values of the absorption
coefficients for the 1380 cm-* h-BN (Ah) and 1080 cm–* c-BN peaks (Ac) have been determined
to be 3 and 2.3 pm– 1 for h-BN respective c-BN films [6]. There are some uncertainties about
the rat io of Ah /Ac between several investigations but all of them find values close to unit
Therefore the c-BN content ,qC is commonIy derived from the absorption peak heights ac and ah,

ac ,
qc = (1)C2c + ah

neglecting the influence of peak widths and differences in the absorption coefficients.

Diffraction C-BN containing films have been shown by TED and XRD to consist of random
orient ed nanocryst  als. Wit h the more sensitive TED, at Ieast the (111), (220) and (311) reflecti-. ●
ohs should be identified. Furthermore, HRTEM is a powerful tool to investigate the distribution
of the different phases in c-BN films. Owing of the low scattering cross” sections of boron and
nitrogen, XRD requires ‘some hundred nm of film thickness even at grazing incidence. Under
these conditions at least the (111) reflection of c-BN at 26 = 43.3° (with, Cu K:) should be
visible. Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that h-BN has also two peaks in, this range at
41,6° and 43.9° [7]. Because of the Iarge peakwidth in nanocryst’alline films, great care should
be taken with the interpretation of XRD spectra.

Compositional analysis Films with high contents of c-BN have been shown to be nearly—
stoichiometric  with B/N ratios  between 0.9 and 1.1 [8, 9, 10, 11], The reasons why c-BN tolerates
only a. nearly stoichiometric  composition (e.g. a. phase” mixture of c-BN and elemental boron
would be imaginable also) are not , known yet. Compositional analysis methods determining ‘,
either the surface composition (i.e. AES and XPS). or the’ bulk composition (i.e. EDX, RBS,
Nucleai  Reactions) are suitable. In order to exclude other phases and misinterpretations” of IR
spectra the level of contaminations must be in the percent range or below.

. .

Additionally, the presence of c- BN may be confirmed by measurements of properties such
as stress, density, hardness and friction, and by characterization of electronic states by EELS,
XPS, AES and UV/VIS  spectroscopy, According to the above critera,  several plasma CVD

“:~echniques  such’ as electron cyclotron resonance (ECR)–CVD  [12, 13], inductively coupled. plasma
“ (ICP)-CVD (6, 10], and radio frequency (RF)-CVD [14, 15] have been found suitable for c-BN
‘deposition. Successful PVD methods can be classified into RF sputtering [16, 17], magnetron

sputtering [18], ion plating [19]– [22] and ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD). In IBAD boron
can be offered via electron beam evaporation [23] -’[25], sputtering [26, 27] or laser ablation [28].
A detailed examination of the above techniques shows close similarities: AII ex~lbit massive ion
bombardment of the growing filrg.  In plasma methods this is achieved by using’ RF substrate

bias, high plasma densities and low working pressures (< 2 Pa). In most cases gas mixtures of
nitrogen and an inert gas (commonly Ar), and elevated substrate temperatures (above 300° C)
are used. Independent of the
the sequence h-BN, c-BN and

deposition technique, with increasing
finally no growth at all is found.

level of ion bombardment,
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2  D a t a  c o l l e c t i o n

The first aim of our contribution is to quantify the deposition conditions leading to c-BN growth.
The following microscopic deposition parameters are independent of the deposition method and
therefore best suited for comparison: boron flux FB; ion flux FiOn; ion energy Ei.n;  ,ion angle of ~‘

incidence G; ion mass (distr-ibution), and substrate temperature Ts [1].
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Figure 1: Dependence of the structure of IBAD BNjilms  on ion energy EiOn  and the ion to B atom -arrival’
ratio F. Deposition conditions are given in Table 1. Circles, data from Tanabe et aL [26]; squares, data I
from Kester et al. [23]; triangles, daia  from Bouchier  et al. [24]; up side down triangles: data from .‘ “
Ganzetii  et” al. [27]. The dotted line represents the transition evaluated by Mirkarimi  et al. with laser
ablation IBAD [301 and the dashed line the dependency of the inverse sputter yield Y-l of Si under argon
bombardment [33]: Both were fitted

,.
We will first consider IBAD

measured and contro~ed  nearly

to Fh at 500 ev.

only because here the above microscopic parameters can be
independently, Fig. 1 shows the crystal phase as a function

of the ion energy and the flux ratio F = F~On /FB. In Fig. 2 all available data are shown in
dependence of substrate temperature and F. The parameters not indicated in the figures were
kept constant and are shown in Table 1. (It should be mentioned that in comparison to [1]

a some new sets of data are included). Details about the data evaluation process are described
elsewhere [29].

Table 1:

a u t h o r B-source T. (“c) @ (deg.) Ar:N 2 flow ratio E;,on (eV)

Kester [23]” evaporated B 400 30 1, 500

Tanabe [261 sputtered B 350 0 ,’ 1 500

Ganzetti  [27] sputtered B 350 15 0 . 5
Bouchier [24] evaporated B 400 15. 0 . 5 - 2 6 0 0

Mirkarimi  [30] laser abl. BN 500 60 0.66

Deposition condztioni  of the’ IBAD experiments shown in Fig. ,1 and 2,

Fig. 1 and 2 both show h-BN for low F values and with increasing ion bombardment a quite
sharp transition to CTBN, If the ion flux is increased further, no net film growth can ,be detected.
At high energies (above 600 eV) some’ authors observe a transition from c-BN io a mixture
of h~BN and c-BN which is commonly attributed to radiation damage processes [24, 26]. In
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contrast, Mirkarimi et al. found 80 % c-BN even at an ion energy of 1200 eV [30].
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Figure 2: Dependence of the structure of ion beam assisted deposition L?N films on substrate temperature
TS and ion to B atom arrival ratio F. Deposition conditions are given in Table 1. Circles, data from ●
Tanabe, et al. [7.2’]; squares, data from Kester et al. [2$]; trian~les, data from Bouchier  et ‘aL [53]

In a second step we compare different plasma ‘deposition methods to IBAD. Data’ of fou
experiments are shown in TabIe  2. With plasma methods, the determination of the microscopic
d e p o s i t i o n  p a r a m e t e r s  i s  m o r e  d i f f i c u l t : .,

Boron flux The determination of the boron flux ~B is nearly impossible in CVD. Therefore
the number of incorporated boron atoms F~  is considered, which can be evaluated from the
grown film. ~~ .

Ion energy Iri plasma methods using RF bias, the mean ion energy is determined by
sum of bias voltage Vb and plasma potential VP with a pressure dependent correction factor k
describing collisions within the plasma sheath,

,.. Eion = k . e(Vb + VP) (2) ‘

with e, electron charge:  The values of k and VP used in our data evaluation are reported in
Tab. 2.

,.,, Ion flux The ion flux to the substrate which  is space charge limited, was calculated accord
to [31]

rkBTe
Ji=0.6en — ( 3 )

miOn
with kD, Boltzmann constant; miOn, ion mass. The electron temperature Te and the plasma

density n were in most cases determined by double probe measurements.
‘In Fig. 3 all available data are shown in a F*–EiOn- diagram. F* = FiOn /Ffi  represents the

number of ions per incorporated boron atom. In this parametrization the ‘no g~owth’ boundary
shifts to infinity.

The different gas flow ratios (mainly Ar : N2) and the uncertainties concerning ion flux and
energy may scatter different data sets of Fig. 3 by a factor of 1.5. Nevertheless, the diagram
covers wide ranges of both, F*  and EiO~ thus allowing the following conclusions to be drawn:

4
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Figure 3: Dependency of the boundary. between h-BN and c-EN on ion energy Eion and the number of
bombarding ions per incotiorated  B atom for CVD as well as PVD  deposition methods. CVD data from

● Yokoyarna et al. [13], Kuhr et al. [10] and Dworschak  et. at. [11, 73]. PVD-data  from lIlrich et al.—
[18, 37], Bouchier  et al. [24, 63], Tanabe et al. [26, 74] and Sueda et ‘al. [35]. Full symbols: C-EN. Half
symbols: Transition. Open symbols: H-EN. The dotted line represents the data of Mirkarimi  at al. Also
shown are: full line, dependency of the inverse sputter yield Y-1 of Si under argon bombardment [33]

and dashed line, E%~~’2 dependency according to Kester and Messier [23]. Both were jitted to the data at
500e V. ~

,.
,,

1, C-BN can be deposited with energies well below 100 eV, (with either CVD or PVD).
,.

,,
2. Low energies can be compensated by high ion to boron flux ratios.

3. CVD and PVD  work within the same range of’ parameters and therefore rely on the
same deposition mechanisms. This implies that chemicaJ effects can not be the’ driving

“ force in ion assisted c-BN CVD. Nevertheless a certain influence of chemistry can also
be present which may suppress the formation of c-BN under certain conditions. R is
known that hydrogen is detrimental for c-BN “deposition and this may explain the fact

●
that the maximum c-BN content is nearly 100 % in PVD but only about 75 % in CVD.
Nevertheless the mechanisms concerning the influence of hydrogen or other chemical effects
in c-BN deposition are not w,ell understood.

.,

3 The sputter model , ~ ,

In order to explain the above data collection, we will introduce the sputter model which 
,,

been developed for  ion induced c-BN deposi t ion [I]: \
Therein the boundaries F~ and F, in Fig. 1 and 2 are interpreted to be due to material removal

processes. Two processes are taken into account. First;  resorption of incoming material which
is governed ‘“by the sticking probability of boron, SB and second sputtering of incorporated atoms
by the ion bombardment. Because surplus nitrogen diffuses out, .onIy the boron is considered,
and the boundaries are characterized by the equality of incoming and iemoved  boron:

~B = F~” = ( 1  –  SB(7’))F~  +  0.5Y~,C(E;o~,  @)~on,. .(4) ‘

Y~,c represents the sputter, yields (B- plus N-atoms per ion) of h-BN resp. c-BN under the
relevant bombardment conditions. The factor of 0.5 occurs because only sputtered boron is con-

,. 5 ,,
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Table 2:

author technique B source g a s  f l o w s Ts (°C) p (Pa) RF bias (V) k v,(v)
Yok. [13] ECR-CVD BZHG He: Ar:N2 = 9:9:1 <100 0.03 5 - 1 5 1 16
Dwor. [11] RF-CVD BZH6 Ar:Nz = 6:1 410 2 “ WQ -750 0.6 0
Kuhr [10] ICP-CVD TMB* Ar:Nz =. 2:1 450 2 , 40 -300 1 0
Ulr. [18, 37] lMagn. Sput. h-BN pure Ar 530 ().()8 3 0 - 1 0 0 1 0

Deposition ;onditions  of the plasma assisted experiments shown’ in Fig. 3. * TMB stands for 1,3,5
tetra methyl bora.zinc (BHN(CH3))3.  In the last two ‘columns, the values of the correction factor
k and the plasma potential VP used to evaluate the data of Fig. 3 (according to Equ. .(2)) are
given. In case of [13] and [18, 37] because of the low pressures collisions within the sheath can be
neglected and the plasma potentials were ‘measured by the authors. In case of [11] the correction
factor of 0.6 is taken from the publication and the plasma potential can be neglected with respect

to the bias voltages. ln ([1 O]) k = 1 and Vp = O are used because the high but unkno”wn  plasma
potential and the collisional  ion energy loss due to the high pressure compensate ,each other, at
least in part.

d:

sidered.  “Desorp;tion  and sputtering are treated independently, with temperature influencing only
resorption and ion energy only sputter processes. From equ. (4), it follows for the boundaries

,,

Fh,c  =

2s~(T)
Y/JE~on, (3)

(5)

In the following, some predictions “of the sputter model will be compared. to experimental
findings. We’d like to ‘point out that all available experiments yielding quantitative results
and “proving the existence of c-BN are taken into consideration. No data known to us which
are cent radictional  to our model were left out;’ only one point, the occasional occurence of’ a
h- BN-like  phase, near the resputter boundary, is’ for reasons of space discussed elsewhere [32].

3.1 Selective sputtering

Following Equ. (5), selective sputtering of h-BN is the key to c-BN deposition.
Some studies of ECR [13, 12] and RF [15] plasma etching and ion beam etching [32] of BN

exist. All available data are shown in Fig. 4a where a selectivity in etch rates between h-BN
and c~BN of approx.  2 is found. “In order to determine the selectivity of the sputter yields, the
values were corrected by the film densities (which were approximated from the c-BN ‘content)
resulting in a selectivity y of the sputter yields of approx.”  1.5 (compare Fig. 4b). This is not
as high as expected from the width of the c-BN domain in Fig. 1 (2.4 at 500 eV). However,
measurements of absolute sputter yields Support the model. For c-BN (HP-HT crystal) a value
of YC w 0.7 under 600 eV argon bombardment at normal incidence was found [32] which is in
‘good agreement with Equ. (5) using F. = 2.2 (from Fig. 1) and .SB = 0.7. The sputter yields of
h-BN under pure argon and pure nitrogen bombardment were both found to be x 1 at 600 eV.

Our model may not be misunderstood in the manner that the probability of incoming ma-
terial bonded as h-BN or c-BN is independent of the material already deposited. In this case a
small sputter selectivity y would never be sufficient to produce nearly pure c-BN fdms, and the
boron incorporation probability pB (see below) should be in the percent range in case of c-BN
. A strong dependency of the bonding of an incoming atom on the surface bonding conditions
must exist. In other words, an atom wilI be more likely sp3 bonded on c-BN and sp2 bonded
on h-BN. Regarding the small selectivity, the boundary Fh must be interpreted as a condition
where due to the ion bombardment the growth velocity of c-BN exceeds that of h-BN and the
preferential bonding mechanism stabilizes the c-BN surface. Concerning this point, some more
investigations are necessary,

e
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Figure 4: da: Measured selectivity in etch rates of h-BN and c-BN  by different authors. Open squares
(BN  jilms)  and full square (c-BN crystal), Reinke et al. [32]; open circles (ECR-plasma)  and full  circles
(RF-plasma), Osaka et al. [15]; triangles, Weber et al. f12’]. 4’b: Selectivity in sputter yields of h-BN and
c-BN. The data have been calculated from Fig. da by a linear density “correction. For citations, please
refer to Fig. ./a.

.,

3.2 Ion energy

Above 500 eV, F~ in Fig. 1 is governed by the stoichiometry  requirement [1]. Without this
influence, according to Equ. (5) for the transition from h-BN to c-BN a dependency inversely ,‘
to the sputter yield (}~(l?) ~ Y~l  (E)) should hold. Indeed, Fh in Fig. 1. can be simulated w
with an inverse :sputter  yield (dashed line) for all data below 500 eV, and also beyond for th
from ion beam’ assisted laser ablation where stoichiometry  ii no problem (dotted line). Ar +
Si was chosen for this due to the lack of experimental sputter yields for BN.’ It exhibits similar
features (heavy projectile on light element, high absolute yield); in addition experimental data
down ‘to 80 eV are. available [33]. If ~E at the transition from h-BN to c-BN is independen
the ion energy (see below), ,also  the boundary .in Fig. 3 ‘according to ‘Equ. (6) should be inversely
proportional to the sputter yield. -’Indeed, good agreement is obtained even for low energies, “in
contrast to the momentum dependency proposed by Kester et al. [23] which is attributed to a

05 [34]). Nevertheless, we do not claim the work ofbuild-up of compressive stress  (a R (Ei~~)
Kester et al. to be wrong. But in our view, an influence of the stoichiometry condition is present

7 ’
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which may
of 200 [eV

flatten the energy dependency (compare Fig. 1) and their threshold momentum value
amu)0.5  mainly reflects the influence of the ion mass. Their energy dependency was

mainly taken at high ion energies were Mirkarimi et al. also found a (E; On)–0.5–dependency  of
.F~ (see Fig. 1), This is, consistent with the energy dependency of typical sputter yields which
is approximately proportional to E between 200 and 500 eV but steeper below 200 eV and
proportional to E“ (with n < 1) above 500 eV. This behaviour  is well reflected by the data of
Fig. 3.

The fact that ion assisted deposition of c-BN is only possible in a narrow region close to. the
no growth boundary is itself a strong argument for sputtering. If another process is the reason
for the transition from h-BN to c-BN, its energy dependency between 30 eV [13] and 1200 eV
[30] must be” very similar to YC(l?)-l which is very unlikely. ,

3.3 Substrate, temperature

According to Equ. (5), the influence of substrate temperature is attributed to changes in the
sticking probability y (~’(T). m SB (T)). This is assumed .to ,be near unity at low temperatures and
to decrease with temperature, Therefore at high temperatures less material has to be removed
by sputter processes resulting in the decrease of Fh in Fig. 2. .On the other hand high values
of F should compensate low temperatures. Indeed, some PVD as well as CVD deposition of
c-BN at room temperature has been reported [35, 22, 13]. Furthermore, desorptkm  is strongly ●
supported by experimental findings: Under identical plasma parameters, with increasing sub-
strate temperature the growth rate decreases with CVD as well as PVD [10], [36], [37], and the
transit ion from h-BN to c-BN shifts to lower bias voltages [10], [14]. It should also be mentioned
that some authors find a decrease of the c-BN content at substrate temperatures above 500 “C
[38; 39]. A possible explanation would be an increasing thickness of the h-BN nucleation layer
(compare section 4) which would lead to a decrease of the c-BN content (measured by IRAS
constant total film thickness.

Although the influence’ of resorption is evident, probably additional effects of the substrate
temperature such as e.g. enhanced surface mobility, stress relaxation or out–diffusion of hydroge
and nitrogen have to be taken into account. More systematic investigations concerning this point
are required.

,, 3.4 Boron incorporation probability

The boron incorporation probability pB (the probability of an incoming boron atom to be
incorporated within the deposited film) may be’ defined and measured with IBAD and the,,
identity ●

,,

F,” =  F / pB (6)

h o l d s .
Fig. 5 shows the dependence of p~ on the flux ratio F. pB is maximal for low values of F

were h-BN is deposited and decreases with increasing amount ‘of ion bombardment. This is a
direct proof for material removal via sputtering. An upper boundary for the occurence of c-BN
of p~ = 0.4 may be derived from the data of Fig. 5. Nevertheless due to the few data points,
further investigations are necessary. In our view, pB data gain much information about the
growth kinetics of c-BN deposition and therefore it is not understandable why this quantity is
“so seldom, characterized.
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Figure ‘.5: Boron  incorporation probability pD as a function of flux  ratio. F: squares,’ data from Bouch
et al. [24, 63]; circles, data from Tanabe et al. [26, ?“]. In order to compare da~erent ezperiment$,
F values were normalized t? Fk, representing the f?uz ratio at the transition from’ h-BN to c-BN un’
relevant experimental conditions. ,’

~, .,

3.5 Ion angl; of incidence ~ . ,

Sputter yields are dependent on the angle of ion incidence. Following simple geometric
siderations, the dependency Y(O)  = Y(0) COS–l (@) may be used as first approkimat,ion
According to Equ. (5), the boundaries should vary like

1“. 8

,
!, ~ “1.6

d-’
C5

O. 8

Figure 6: Dependency “of Fh

I I I

● Bouchier  et  al .

,.

,.
I I I

o 15 30 45 60

@ ( d e g r e e )

con-
[ 4 0 ] .

(7)

(see Fig. 1) on the ion angle of incidence Q. Experimental data, Bouchier
et al. [Z4]; full line, prediction of the sputter model.

,,
/

In Fig. 6, the to our knowledge only -Ming systematic investigation  con’@rning  the ion angl
of incidence is’ compared to the predicted COS( G ) dependency and good agreement is obtained..,,.
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This may not prove a COS( 6) depencendy definitely but at least the tendency of decreasing
transition VdUe Fh.

The no growth boundary FC has not been investigated systematically. Nevertheless, IBAD
experiments with waving substrates showed a decrease of F. with increasing waving angle [35].
In this investigation, the transition boundary F,, was only ‘dightly  affected because of the stoi-
chiometry  condition.

3.6 Ion mass

Two systematic IBAD investigations concerning the influence of”the ion mass (Ar, Kr and Xe)
exist. Both find the transition from h-BN to c-BN at lower F values, the higher the mass of

.,. . . . .., ,.
L

J . . . . . .

.. .

the ions. Kester et al. [23] performed a study using two ion guns and therefore the ion flux
ratios between nitrogen and inert gas are well known. They find a (m ~)05 dependency ,of the
boundary Fh between ~he h~BN and the c-BN domains. y = ~~~&-, and m and M are the inert

gas and target mass, respectively. Contradictionally,  Mirkarimi et al. [30] found a steeper m0”5
,dependency.  They worked with. one ion gun and assumed the ratios of inert gas”ions to nitrogen
ions to reflect the input gas flows. In our view, this does not hold because the different ionization
potentials (Ar: 15.76” eV, Kr: 14.00 eV and Xe: 12.13 eV) lead to and overrepresentation of the
heavy inert gas ions which may be the reason  for the observed steeper dependency. Basing on

,,

sputter yield data of carbon [41], it has been show that the (m ~)05-mass dependency can be
well explained by the sputter model [1]. From the resputter boundaries of [30] it is clear that the
dependency YA,  < YK, < Yx.  holds also for BN. Therefore, the experimental findings” of both
[23;  30] that the heavier the inert gas, the lower the Fh value to reach c-BN can be explained by
the sputter modeI. Nevertheless, the question remaines why inert gas bombardment is needed
at all. A markable  amount of inert gas (some %) has been shown to be incorporated” within the
BN film [16, 12]. This may support the formation of compressive stress  which is required for
nucleation.

,..

4  N u c l e a t i o n ‘,

In contrast to diamond, in c-BN deposition the nucleation process is carried out under the same
conditions as the growth process. Nevertheless important differences between the very first
nucleation period and the growth have been observed. TEM pictures of the interface between film
and substrate (commonly silicon) show a distinct sequence [28, 38]: first some nm of amorphous
material, followed by a textured h-BN layer with the c-axis parallel to the substrate, and finally
the actual nanocrystalline  c-BN layer. The existence of the textured h-BN or turbostratic (t-

BN) layer has also been confirmed by. IRAS and ellipsometry [42]. The nucleation behaviour
,,can not be. understood in terms of the sputter “model which predicts statistical nucleation which
‘in turn would imply a certain incubation time. In contrast, the experimental growth rate of the

~~’initial h-B”N layer is found to be higher than that of the c-BN on top of it [36, 43]. Nevertheless,
~ the existence of the layer structure is not contradiitional  to ~he sputter model. The amorphous

,,. ,layer may be a mixing layer, its thickness being comparable to the ion range. The textured
h-BN layer is stable with respect to ion bombardment owing to channeling effects. It should be
kept in mind that the bond lengths of h-BN are 3.33 ~ in c-direction and 1.45 ~ perpendicular
to it. Therefore the high growth rates of the textured h-BN layer can be attributed to a lower
sputter yield and additionally to its lower density compared to c-BN. The occurence of the

texture is attributed to the high compressive stress since the c-axis is the direction of highest
compressibility [22]. In situ stress measurements indicate high stress values to occur in the
beginning of c-BN deposition and a drop of the stress to a certain saturation value during the
growth process [22, 39].

All the above findings show significant differences between the nucleation and the growth
step so that in our view, different processes may dominate the respective step. Once c-BN is

1 0
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nucleated, the growth process can b: well described by the sputter model (compare also Tab. 3).
on the other hand, although the basic mechanisms in nucleation are ‘not well  known yet,. ast rong ‘
influence of high compressive st iess is obvious. N’evert heless, it remains unclear why  the textured ~
h-BN layer does not grow on and on. It may be speculated that the stress directly generates
c-BN nuclei by a direct conversion from h-BN as was proposed by McKenzie et al. [22], or from
rhombohedral  BN (r-BN)  [44] (see section 5.2). Alternatively, it only” creates the textured h-BN
layer which may support nucleation of c-BN due to lattice matching. Comparison to diamond
growth shows an interesting ‘parallel. Enhanced diamond nucleation has been obtained on highly
orient ed graphite at the edges, of the. basal planes [45] and nearly no nucleation on the basal
p~anes t heirselves. Therefore, the existence of the textured layer may only be regarded as the
necessary condition. for c-BN growth, t’he stress only being the way to reach this texture.

The question whether stress is necessary also in the growth presses or is just a consequence
of the ion bombardment may be solved by t,he separation of nucleation and growth process with:
respect to deposition parameters. Maybe this could be a way to reduce the high stress values of-

c-BN films which nowadays hinder applications (compare section 7). ;,:’,
.,, ,

5 O t h e r  modeIs ,,
. . . .

Contradictionally  to the sputter model which predicts c-BN formation at the surface of a $rowikg
film, other models regard bulk processes to play the major role. Two main approaches exist,
which both have been originally developed for tetrahedral amorphous carbon (t a- C ).

,.

5.1 Subplantation  m o d e l

The term subplantation was introduced by Lifshitz  et al. for low energy subsurface implantation
processes” [46]. Robertson developed a quantitative model describing the density increment under
ion bombardment [47] by the balance of subplantation  due to ,ion bombardment and relaxation
processes due to thermal spikes. The basic assumption that the local density determines the
bonding condition of an atom has been adopted for c-BN by Dworschak  et al. ,[11]. They
performed TRIM simulations. and introduced the parameter An, the number of “intersticials
minus vacancies in a certain depth which is a measure for the local density.. Mafirna of An
are found in some depth below the surface (e.g. at 2 nm for 500 eV argon plus nitrogen
bombardment ). In every interpretation of subplantation, the formation of sp3 bonds takes place
somewhat below the surface corresponding to the ion. range. .“

5.2 Stress model

Davis developed a model for compressive stress in polycrystalline  solids describing the balance
of stress build-up by defect atoms and relaxation due to thermal spikes [48]. McKenzie et al.
adopted, this approach and argued in t errm of thermodynamics [49]. They claimed SP

3 formation
to occur if the hydrostatic pressure due to the stress ‘reaches the transition boundary between
s p2 and sp3 in the relevant phase diagram. It should be stated that the BN phase diagram is
belieyed to be sifiilar to that of carbon although a great uncertainty exists, especially at low
temperatures [50]. Because the stress at, the surface vanishes, the formation of c-BN is expected
in ‘a certain depth within the bulk. Recently, ,Medlin et al. proposed the conversion of an initial,.
nucleation layer of rhombohedral  BN (r-BN)  to c-BN by the high compressive stress [44]. This
is possible without diffusion in cent rast to the conversion of h-BN to c-BN. -

5.3 Comparison to ,experiment

In Table’3, “the predictions of the above models are compared to the experimental findings of
c-BN and ta-C deposition It can be seen that in case of c-BN ‘some experimental findings are ,
in contrast to the subplantation  and stress models.

11
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The experimental
bulk growth models.
closer to the surface

,

angle of incidence dependency (Fig. 6) is opposite to
At high angles of incidence, the energy of a collision

This leads to enhanced mobility and to enhanced

7,.

+

the predictions of all
cascade is deposited
relaxation of displa-

cements. Therefore, the sp 3 content should decrease, as it has been experimentally observed
with ta-C [51, 52]. With the subplantation model the build-up of dense amorphous films (e.g
ta~C) by 10C+ quenthing  processes can be well understood but c-BN is nanocrystalline.  The
growth of c-BN crystals in the bulk -requires not only high pressures but aiso sufficient mobility
for the phase transition. This is believed to be sustained by thermal spikes [11, 22] but typical ‘
spike diameters are in the range of few nm, even at an ion energy of 500 eV which is by far
not sufficient to explain crystal sizes of up to 50 nm. With the proposal of Medlin et ‘al. of
the direct conversion of an initial r-BN layer, such crystal sizes are imaginable. Nevertheless
the resulting c-BN should be textured which was only seIdom -reported. It should be noted that
also the sputter model favours a certain texture for that the face with the lowest sputter yield
should grow most effectively. More detailed “studies like the investigation of the influence of ion
energy on the crystal size (compare last line of Tab. 3) and the search for possible textures and
their dependence on deposition parameters may bring more insight into the situation.

The transit ion from h-BN to c-BN is ext remly sharp [53, 26]., Within 1070 increase of ion
energy, the films turn from pure h~BN to nearly’1007o C-B:N.  Subplantation,  because  of its 10cal

nature predicts a smooth transition as it is o“bserved  in case of ta-C.  With the stress model,
a sharp transition at the phase boundary is imaginable. Nevertheless at low temperatures  the ●
transition should be at lower stress (and therefore borndardment)  levels which is in contrast to
the experimental findings. The sputter model finally in its simple form (Equ.  (5)) predicts a
sharp transition. If one argues with the growth velocities the situation is not that clear ,and
further theoretical investigations are under way. ,,

Table 3:
f

,/

c-BN sputtering stress ‘ subplantat  ion ta-c
EiOn 50-1200 eV F~’ ccYh-l opt. ti 100 eV opt. = 100 eV opt. H 100 eV
T. T$ ~ + c-B~ T Ts T + c-BN ~ ‘Ts ~ + Sp3 1 T,~+sp3J T, > 150°C sp3 ~
@ @~+-c-BNT @~+c-BN~ o~+sps~ @~*sp3J @~+-sp3J

PB,C PB <0.4 pB 10W pc=l

D CT y 5 –.50 nm 50 nm possible (D”< 3nm) D < 3nm amorphous
Spz + Sps sharp (sharp) sharp smooth ‘ s m o o t h

2. . surface ? Sps Spz Spz ?
‘ DCTv(EiOm) ? EiO. ~+ D J EiO. ~.+- D ~ ZO. ~+ D T -

Comparison of predictions of diflerent  models to experimental findings in c-BN and ta-C  growth.
. ~ ~~ The symbols if not explained in the text denote: D ~~g, c+ysta~ size; pB,C ~ incorporation probability y

of boron resp. carbon atoms; o, stress.

Investigations of the surface bonding may be the best way to decide between the sputter
., model (sp3 surface) and bulk models (sp2 surface layer). For ta- C, the presence of a sp2 surface

layer of approx. 1 rim thickness is expected [54, 55]. In case of c-BN, Bouchier  et al. found
sp2–Like EELS spectra with a primary electron energy of 150 eV [24]; Friedmann et al. provided
evidence for sp2 bonding by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)  [39]. It may be criticized that
AES provides very indirect information only and the high energy electron bombardment may
influence the surface conditions. In contrast, the etistence  of a SP

2 layer  has not been observed

wit h high resolution TEM, although the sensitivity y was by far ‘sufficient [56]. A possible solut icn
may be the existence of a Spz reconstruction of the very first atomic layer which is well known
in case of diamond [57]. We like to stress that such investigations are only senseful if the boron
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,,
and ion fluxes are stopped simult aniously (e.g. by means of a‘ shutter) in order to exciude
either additional boron deposition or ion bombardment which may convert the deposited c-BN

to’ sp2 bonded BN. A ‘possible explanation of the above findings may also be the existence of—
a post deposition sp2 reconstruction of the very first atomic layer which is well known in case
of diamond [57]. The lack of knowledge concerning the detailed properties of c-BN surfaces is

a serious problem limiting the u,nderstanding of c-Bhr growth. In this point much further work
has to be done.

To summarize, most features of the c-BN growth process can be well explained by the sputter
model whereas ta-C seems to be” dominated by subplantation effects.

. .

6 Comparison, between BN and carbon ,.
Fig. 7 shows schematically the growth regimes of c-BN and ta-C. It can be seen that at identical
ion energies, c-BN requires about 10 times more ions per” incorporated atom than t a- C which s,up-
poits the existence of different growth mechanisms. Consequently, the question arises whether
analogous modifications to the well known, exist (i.e. ta-BN  and ion assisted nanocrystalline
carbon),

100

0.1 1 1 I 1 I ! I I 1 1 I 1 I ! 1 I

100 .
!

10 1000,,
Ion Energy (eV)

● Figure 7: Schematic comparison of ta-C and c-EN deposition conditions. Note that in contrast to Fig. 3,’
the number of ions per deposited atom (boron and nitrogen in case of EN) is shown.

I

Indeed, amorphous boron rich BN films with densities up to 2.7 g/cm2 have been reported
[58] (for comparison the densities of h-BN and boron are 2.29 g/cm2 and 2.47 g/cm2, respec-
t ively). They were deposited by IBAD at room temperature with low energy pure nitro
ion bombardment (250 eV N2 corresp. 125 eV per N atom). , With increasing ion energies the
film densities decrease. The above findings are in agreement with the subplantation model.
Nevertheless the existence of stoichiometric  ta-BN has not been confirmed yet. One possible ex-

.planation  may-be that” the relatively high ionic characzer of the BN bond favours the formation
of crystalline structures.

In “case of carbon only the energy dependency in ion beam deposition (F= 1) is well investi-
gated. In our view also the flux ratio dependency is important and it should also be investigated
if close to the resput,ter  boundary and at’ elevated temperatures a carbon modification occured
which can be compared to nanomystalhe  c-BN. The future aim must be to fill the unknown
regions of Fig. 7 with reliable information.

.’.
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7 Problems in ion assisted c-BN deposition

At the present state no deposition method leading to well crystallized (at least microcrystalline)
c-BN films is known. Furthermore due to the high stress, adhesion of c-BN films is generally
poor limiting the film thickness” to typically 100 nm. The growth rates are low and commonly
only flat substrates can be coated. Some approaches exist to overcome these problems even in
conventional ion assisted deposition:

Adhesion can be improved by interlayers  of boron, i-BN (ion assisted boron rich h-BN.)
or graded SiBN [59, 60, 61]. Also. approaches with dynamic ion qixing  in the first stage of
deposition exist [62]. Furthermore, increasing the ion angle of incidence’ [63], as well as post
deposition annealing lead to a reduction of film stress [64, 65, 66]. The first is in accordance
with the sputter model because at higher angles les’s ion bombardment is needed. However,
the microscopic mechanism for the stress reduction by annealing is not known yet. Coating” of
complex geometries (e.g. tools) is principally difficult ,with ion assisted’ methods. Some first
investigations ,with waving substrates exist [35] but different ion angles strongly influence the
growth rate. Furthermore the growth rate is principally low because of sputtering (PB, <0.4,
compare above). It is further limited by the. ion’ currents obtainable; approx  1 p/hour  is realized
yet. Upscaling  by a factor of 2-3 may be reidistic.  -

The above improvements may in future be sufficient for applications as protective coatings.
Nevertheless, in order to use the, enormous potential of c-BN e.g. in microelectronics, we~
cryst~zed  material ‘is needed. Conventional ion assisted growth will always result in nanocry-

stalline  materiaI  because of the unavoidable radiation damage. Therefore, two directions have
to be investigate ed which can be compared to the carbon modifications t a-C. and diamond, re-
spectively, for which electronic, applications may be expected for the near future. The first is

to clarify whether an amorphous sp3 bonded BN modification exists and if so to investigate its
electrical’ properties. The. second is’ to enhance tryst al size either by supporting tryst allization
in conventional ion assisted growth  (here some approaches with UV illumination exist) or by
developing new processes without ion’ bombardment. Efforts in the second approach wilI be
summarized in the following.

.8 C-BN without ion bombardment . ’

“Few experiments leading to ,c-BN films have been reported which can not be classified in terms
of ion assisted deposition (see Tab. 4). Plasma jet, DC plasma and micro wave CVD are typical
techniques also used in diamond deposition [67].

Table 4:

author method gases p (rnbar) T, (°C)

Ichinose  [68] ICP + Fil. N H3B H3 in Hz. 0 . 2 - 5 800
Saitoh [69] Plasma Jet BZHG + NH3 in HZ 67.-133 600
Wang [70] DC Plasma BZHG + NH3 in HZ 2 0 - 2 0 0 600
Saitoh [71] MWCVD NaBH4 + NH3 in Hz 5 – 100 800 , ~~

CVD experiments which can not be classified in terms of ion assisted deposition.

The hot filament method has not yet been shown to be succesful  in the case of c-B’N, but
filament assisted plasma deposition processes exist [68]. The general features of the methods are
quite similar to diamond deposition: Few percent of a boron containing source gas in hydrogen
are used at high pressures and high exitation energies per volume [68]. This results in high
amounts of atomic hydrogen and high gas ternperat ures, conditions which are expected to pIay
a mayor role in diamond deposition [67]. Also the substrate temperatures used were comparable
to diamond. Therefore the possibility whether a chemical way to ‘c-BN films exist can not be

14
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ruled out. But so far none of the above methods led to microcrystalline material which is easily
achieved in the case of diamond. AISO’ the mechanisms under the above conditions are not
understood at all.’ For the “future it will be important to establish the differences in chemistry
between carbon and BN. Perhaps then the questions whether selective etching of h-BN by atomic
“hydrogen occurs or if the surface reconstructions under the influence of hydrogen is comparable
to the diamond case can be answered.

9 Summary and Conclusions

For ion induced c-BN deposition universal parameter ranges were found which are independent
“of the deposition method (CVD’ or PVD) J By comparing the experimental data to existi,ng
models, it is found that the c-BN growth process can be well described in” terms of the sputter
model: The growth occurs at the surface of a film by preferential bonding. The stirface purity
is governed by selective sputtering of h-BN. This influences the growth velocities in favour of’
c-BN. The above concept is supported by sputter yield measurements and the energy and ang~e  .

of incidence dependencies of c-BN’ growth. The c-BN nucleation process is less well unders
but the build-up of a textured h-BN layer due to compressive stress may support nucleation by
lattice matching. Despite the progress in ion assisted c-BN deposition serious problems wh~c~
nowadays hinder applications,: even as protective coatings, exist. These may be overcome in the
nex~ future but the principle unsuitability of ion assisted c-BN for. electronic applications (crystal
size, phase purity, epitaxy) is obvious. Therefore to use the full advantages of the challenging
material “c-BN alternative deposition methods have to be developed.

.,
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Abstract

Cubic boron’ nitride (c–BN) films have been deposited by inductively coupled plasma
(ICP) CVD. With this technique films with a c-BN content of nearly 75 % can be
achieved. Investigations on the influence of the process parameter which are most
important to deposit c–BN (ion flux, ion energy and, substrate temperature) have been
carried out. The results show good agreement with our theoretical sputter model [1],
Furthermore, from these experiments it is possible to” draw the conclusion that the
deposition of c-BN films with PVD methods and with ion induced CVD techniques
relies on the same deposition mechanisms among which physkal sputtering is most
important. , ,.

Int reduction”

Owing to the outstanding material properties of c-BN [f?], the deposition of thin c-BN
films has attracted considerable interest during the last years. The great majority of
successful deposition methods described up to now in literature belongs to either of
two groups (see [1]): ion assisted PVD (e.g. ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD), ion
“plating) or ion induced CVD (e.g. ECR and ICP plasmas plus additional substrate
bias). It is therefore evident that ion bombardment plays a decisive role -in c-BN
formation. In recent publications [3, 4] we have summarized all available IBAD data
thereby showing that a well defined c–BN domain exists. dependent on the main
parameters ion energy, ion to atom  flUX ratio and substrate  terweratye.  Furthermore,
a model was developed which assumes selective sputtering of h–BN with respect to
c–BN to be the major function of the ion bombardment. Experimental evideflce  for
this modeI was provided very recently [1, 51.

Nowadays, IBAD of c-BN is well established and characterized. Th~r~ are, howe-
ver, several reasons to investigate (ion induced) CVD of cubic boron nitride: CVD
experiments could extend the range of reliable data on c–BN formation down to, lower
energies which can not be reached with IB.AD due ~0 the high ion currents  rewired,,
according to our model. Second, the ion bombardment during c–BN formation causes
some serious problems  among which the nanocrystallinity  and the high compressive
stress of the films are most important [1]. Therefore it’ is’ worthwile  to investigate

. .
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whether the ion bombardment can at least in part be replaced by chemical effects.
FinalIy, CVD has advantages with respect to IBAD in terms of costs, throughput
and large area and 3–dimensional coating, On the other hand, it is evident from our
model that a CVD technique for c–BN formation must be able to provide high plasma
densities at low pressures. The inductively coupled plasma (ICP)  technique has been
show,n to fulfill these requirements [6, 7].

“In this paper, we will first describe aself designed ICP set–up. It will be shown that
high density plasmas at low pressures are possible with ICP and, most important, that
ion energy and ion flux can “be varied independently and within wide ranges. We will
then discuss the influence of major process parameters such as substrate bias voltage
(i.e. ion energy), plasma  density (i.e. ion flux), and substrate temperature on the

~
.
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phase composition of boron nitride films. Finally we will compare our results to those
from PVD- and other CVD techniques in terms of microscopic deposition parameters
thereby demonstrating that ion assisted PVD and ion induced CVD of cubic boron
nitride rely on the same mechanisms, and that sputtering plays a dominant role among
these mechanisms.
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Figure 1: Schematic drawing
of the ICP set–up.

,,,. .
,,.,  Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) set–up The experiments have been carri., ,

, . out, in a st sinless steel  vacuum chamber schematically shown in Fig. 1. On ,its top
plate there is a quartz tube of 10 cm height’ and 4 cm diameter. A 13.56 MHz RF-,.
signal (Advanced Energy RFX–600) is coupled inductively into this tube by means,“,
of a copper coil. In this way, a very intense-plasma is created within the quartz tube,.
which reaches almost down to the substrate holder. The signa~ of a second 13.56 MHz
generator (Huttinger  PFG 300) is coupled capacitively to the substrate holder in order
to provide a substrate bias. A low working pressure (2 . 10-2 mbar) is accomplished

by means of a turbo pump (Balzers  TP.H 330) backed by a two stage rotary pump
(Leybold Trivac ‘D8B) which leads to a base pressure of 2 ~ 10-5 mbar,  With high

2 . .
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substrate bias and low working pressure,’ ion energies up to several hundred’ eIectron
vo l t s  a re  reachab le .  The  subs t ra te  ho lder  i s  heatab le  up  t o  800  0 C

/’

. Process Parameters
base pressure
working pressure
rf power (ind. )
rf substrate bias
ion density
substrate temperature
a r g o n  f l o w
nitrogen flow
T B M  flOW

~mbar]
[mbar]
[~]

[cm-3]
[:C]
[seem]
[seem]
[seem]

film properties
growth rates -  [nrn/min]
stoichiometry
carbon content [%]
oxygen content [%]
max. c–BN content [%]

2 .10-5
2 ! 10-2

80
5 0 - 2 0 0
5 . 1 0 1 0
500
5 0
2 5

=1-2”

< 10
0.9 s B/N ~ 1.1

“<’5
< 2
7 5

/

. . .,,.
<,,.,, -

.’:,  ,.
.,

... ,.,

Table 1: Summary of the rna-,,,~..
jor process parameters of the;....”
ICP process used “in our inve-
stigation”,  and of someirnport-”
ant properties of the resulting

c – B N  film.

The gas inlet is a stainless steel ring above the substrate holder. All experiments
. .

described ,in the following sections have been carried out with a mixture of trimethyl
borazine  (TMB, HBN(CH3)3), nitrogen and argon.  Tab. 1 summarizes typical process
parameters of a c–BN deposition.

,.
Langmum-probe  measurements Prior to, the deposition experiments, the” ICP
set–up shown in Fig.. 1 was characterized by .Langmuir  double probe measurements
in order to determine the pl~ma densities respective the. ion fluxes achievable. The
space charge limited current from a plasma can be calculated from the plasma density
n~ and the electron

●
with e: electron

temperature T, [8]:
,,

JtO.  = 0.6 * nee~kTe/m;.n -

charge, k: Boltzmann  constant, m~~~:

(1)

ion mass.
From our recently published sputter model [4] and from other authors [9]’ it is

evident that high ion fluxes are necessary for. deposition of c–BN with ion induced
methods like the ICP technique. Therefore high plasma densities at low pressures are
required while on. the other hand low pressures have to be used in order to achieve
sufficient ion energies. An example of prob,e  ‘measurements is given in Fig. 2. “It ca
be seen that even  at pressures as low. as 2 . 1 0-2 mbar plasma densities of about 3

10~1 cm-3 can be achieved. Besides this proof of high plasma densities “Langmuir
probe measurements yield another important result: for a given pressure and gas flowj 
the plasma density is determined by the inductively coupled plasma. It is almost

indepen’d  of the power coupled capacitively to the substrate holder. It follows that
,’ plasma density and therefore ion flux on the one hand, and substrate bias voltag

and therefore ion ,.energy on the other hand, can be choosen nearly independent Iy.

Y 3 ,. !’
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Figure 2: Dependence of the
plasma density on the induc-
tively coupled “RF–power for
different process gas mixtu-. ,
res.

This is a great advantage of our set-up compared with some other techniques [10].
Furthermore, this is of importance in view of investigations of the ion energy and ion
flux dependencies of c-BN deposition.

To’ summarize, an ICP set-up has been designed and realized that is able to
provide the conditions to investigate the formation of c–BN:  high plasma densities,
low working pressure, an independent control of ion flux and ion energy. and a large
range” of deposition temperature. Moreover, it is relatively cheap as compared to other
se t–ups  wi th  h igh  p lasma dens i t i es  ( e . g .  ECR) .

‘Characterization meth’ods The thickness and the refractive index of the films
was measured by ellipsomet  ry (Plasmos  SD 2100). The composition (stoichiometry,
content of contaminations) was determined by Auger eIectrofi  spetrosco.py  (AES).

::,;,,
.,

_,,.
,,>.:

~‘- Calibration was performed by means of a standard boron nitride sampIe  with know’n
concentrations of oxygen and carbon, measured by EDAX. Fourier transform infrared
‘” spectroscopy (FTIR) (Biorad FTS 60a) was used to determine the c–BN content by

a procedure described in [11]. The tryst al modification and the tryst al size were.-(-7
~ measured with transmission eIectron  di$raction (TED), and, finally the morphology
‘“” was investigated with scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

.,

Results and discussion

General film properties With the ICP set–up shown in Fig. 1, and the parameters
given in Tab. 1, it is possible to deposit boron nitride films with a considerable content
of the cubic phase. TED measurements (cf
They further reveal a crystal size of about
films. A maximum c-BN content of 75 %

. 4

Fig 3) confirm the existence of c-BN.
5 nm and a weak texture of the c-BN
was obtained as’ measured with FTIR

●
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(cf Fig, 4) which, seems to be typical for CVD techniques [10, 12, 9], in contrast to.:
IBAD deposition where  c-BNconte;ts  >90 % are possible [13]. Thereason for the
limitation to 75 % c–BN could be the incorporation of hydrogen during the deposition ‘
which is inevitably present in CVD.
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Figur,e  4: Infrared spectrum
of a boron nitride film with a
c–BN content of 73%.

The deposition of c-BN critically depends on the process parameters. With wrong
sets of process parameters only h–BN layers. are obtained. As already mentioned, ion
energy and ion flux play a decisive role in the process of c–BN  deposition. Their
influence will. be discussed below. The stoichiometry  of the films is also important.
With AES measurements we observed a range of 0.9< B/ N,< 1.1 for the formation of
c–BN. The stoichiom’et  ry in turn depends on the ion bombardment (sputtering effects)
[11] and the flow of the process gases. Furthermore the content of contaminations must
be kept below a certain level, whi’ch,  can reestimated to 10”% carbon and 5 % oxygen.
Typically, ‘our c-BN films posses an oxygen content <2 % and a carbon content <5
%, ,”.”’.., ,,.

,“”
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The main problem with the ICP deposition of c–BN is the stress of the films as
is the ,case with. all ion induced techniques of c–BN deposition. Films with c–BN
contents of 30 – 75 YO show microcracks  or even peel off.  No ellipsometric  and stress
measurements could be performed with such films. From literature it is known that
boron rich or si~icon boron nitride interlayers could avoid such microcracks  [14]; 
will investigate the deposition process with such interlayers in the future.

,. .
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bias voltage the bias voltage sequence. -

The bias voltage sequence In all our experiments, the following sequence has
been found inevitably as a function of the bias voltage (Fig. 5):

h-BN + c-BN/h-B’N .+, .  x - B N  + n o  g r o w t h (2)

This means that for any given set of parameters; at low voltages hexagonallboron
nitride (h–BN) is obtained. If V~ is increased over a certain threshold V., c–BN/h–  .
BN”mixtures  are deposited. For VB > V., the cnBN content of the films first increases. ,
However, ‘under any conditions a maximum c-BN content is obtained at V~, while
for Vi > V~ the c–BN content decreases again. At very high VB (VB z Vz) films are ●
obtained which show no IR peak due to c–BN but are quite different from the low ion
bombardment h-BN, ‘

In order to indicate that this material is not the qtandard  h–BN we refer to it as
x–BN. It should be mentioned that a Spz BN phase close to the no growth region was
also found in other investigations (PVD as welI as CVD) [15, 16, 12]. Fig. 6 shows
the surface of a x–BN sample. h-BN films deposited at low bias are smooth and
without any features. In contrast, ‘Fig. 6 shows the x–BN surface to have a distinct
morphology. Furthermore, whereas h-BN films are transparent in the visible, the
x–BN films are opaque which renders ellipsometric  determination of thickness and
refractive index impossible. Finally, there are distinct differences in the FTIR spectra
of h–BN and x–BN. This is evident from Fig. 7 where a spectrum of an x–BN sample
is compared with those of a commercial h–BN powder (Alfa products, 325 mesh) and

6-
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Figure 6:
film.

SEM

.

picture”of  ax–BN

● a h–BN film deposited in the low voltage region. All three spectra show the two peaks
common ,for. h–BN, and there is no hint at c~BN in the spectrum of the ‘x–BN  film.

But on the other hand it can be seen in Fig 7 that the B-N streching peak at 1380
cm-l is extremly broad in the case of x–BN. Such a high FWHM of this peak is only
found for x-BN films. At the present stage, neither the structure of thii x-BN nor 
reason of its existence are clear. However, AES measurements of these films yield an
interesting result: All x–BN films are boron rich (B/N = 1.1 –1 .2). Stoichiometry on
the other hand, has been shown -to be an important requirement for c–BN formation “
(see above). A closer examination of the AES data reveals that preferential sputt

,, of nitrogen with iespect to boron may be the reason for’ this overstoichiometry  [1
These boron rich films are stable against ion bombardment at high ion energies and
ion fluxes; therefore the existence of x-BN is not in contrast to the sputter model [5].

I

/ I I I Figure 7:, Infrared spectra of ,

!2000 1750 1500 1250 I 000 750 500 ax-BNand a h–BN film, and ,“

wavenurnber [cm– 11 o; commercial h–BN powder. ,

AS has already been pointed out, the bias voltage sequence is observed irrespecti
of the other process parameters. However these parameters, and among them namely

,
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the substrate temperature Ts and the plasma density n., strongly influence the posi-
tion of, the important points (i.e. VB, V~, V~ and V.) on the voltage scale, and also
the maximum c–BN content at V~. The influence of T, and n. on the bias voltage
sequence –which is a direct consequence of our sputter model– will be described in
the following sections. ,,

. . }
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Figure 8: Dependence of
the bias voltage sequence on
the inductively coupled RF
power

Figure 9: Sch’ematical  dra-
wing of the c-BN domain in
the F/E diagram. . .

Influence of the plasma density n, The influence of the plasma density n. on
the bias voltage sequence is shown in Fig. 8. As predicted by our model, the sequence
shifts to lower VB if the inductively coupled RF power is’ increased, since this results in
an increase of n, and therefore of the ion, flux (see Fig. 2). This result shows that low
ion energies can be compensated by high ion fluxes and vice versa, and is in a good
agreement with our sputter model. Fig, 9 shows a schematic’ F/E (F = ion per boron
atom, E = ion energy) diagram according to” [1] with a domain where films with c–BN
content can be obtained. Below the boundary F~ only h–BN is deposited’ whereas
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above Fz no film  growth takes places .- As discussed above, there is an x–BN ,domain
close to the no growth boundary. With each bias voltage ‘sequence a cut is performed
through the different regions. In order to compare our data to other CVD as well as
PVD data we introduced the parameter F* (F* =ions per incorporated boron atom)

[1] which can be calculated according to equation (1) and from the known composit
of the deposited film. The results are shown in Fig. 10. Since with our I(IP set~up
ion flux and ion energy can be varied independently and in wide ranges, we are’ able
to cover a large part of the F*/E diagram. ~
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Figure 10: Dependency of the boundary between h–BN and c–BN on ion energy EaOn and the
number of bombarding “ions per” incorporated B atoms for CVD as’ well as PVD deposition
methods. C.VD data from this work;  Yokoyama  et al. [17] and D worschak  et al. [10] .PVD
-data from Ulrich  et al. [18], Bouchier  et al. [19, 20], Tanabe et al. [21] and Sueda et al.
[15]. The full line represents the dependency of, the inverse sputter yield Y-l of Si under,
argon bombardment [22], fitted to the data at 500 eV.

Fig. 10 shows a well defined boundary ovei a large energy range which separates
the h–BN region from the c–BN region. An inverse sputter yield can be fitted as
is discussed in [1] which indicates that the transition boundary indeed represents a
sputter limit as expected from our model.

From Fig. 10, two major conclusions can be drawn: At first the energy ra
of c–BN growth reaches down to energies well below 100 eV. Lower energies. can be
compensated by high ion fluxes and vice versa. Second PVD and ion induced CVD of
c–BN rely on the same mechanisms. Therefore, chemical mechanisms can be excluded.

. in ion induced CVD of c–BN. ,

Influence of the substrate temperat,,ure, TS Fig. 11 shows the influence of the\., --
s’ubstrate  temperature TS on ,the bias voltage sequence. The following observations
can be made: Witli increasing temperattiie,  the sequence shifts to lower energies, the.
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maximum c–BN content increases, and the growth rates decrease. Observation one
and three are easily explained by’ our model [4]: At higher temperatures, desorpt  ion
processes become more and more important which leads to a decrease of the deposition
rates. As a consequence, the number of incorporated boron atoms per unit time
decreases whereas the number of incoming ions remains constant; as a result, -F*
increases and the sequence shifts to lower energies according to Fig. 8. The explanation
of increase of the maximum, however, needs further investigations : Increase of the
surface mobility, and decrease of hydrogen incorporation are two possible mechanisms.

Fig. 11 also shows one set of data for an increased Ar/Nz ratio in the gas phase.
Compared’ with the data with Ar/N2 = 1 at the same temperature, the rates are lower,
and the maximum of the c–BN content is shifted to lower energies, These effects can
be explained by the Langmuir measurements in Fig, 2: The plasma density increases
for higher Ar/N2. Therefore the number of ions impinging the surface and alongside
F* increase leading to enhanced sputtering. We discussed in [1] that the sputter yields
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of nitrogen and argon are similar and therfore  the ion beam composition can not be
the reason for this .result. :

,,
Summary ~.

An ICP set-up has been presented which’ allows the deposition of BN films with a
maximum c–BN content “up to. 75 ?lo. Our experiments show a distinct bias voltage
sequence. Higher jon “fluxes and higher substrate temperatures lead to a shift of the
important points of the bias voltage sequence to lower ion energies which can be well
explained by the sputter model [1]. Quantification of our results in terms of ions per

incorporated boron atoms and comparison to other deposition techniques shows t hat
the deposition mechanisms of PVD and ion induced PECVD  are the same. Sputtering
seems to be the most important mechanism, as proposed from our model [1].

,.
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Abstract

1-

,-

C-BN films are commonly deposited with ion assisted methods
be shown that all ion assisted techniques work within the same

FRG

(CVD as well as PVD). It wil
range of deposition parameters

which implies a common growth mechanism. Recently, we proposed a model for ion induced
c-BN deposition in which material removal processes due to sputtering and resorption play the
major roles. Measurements of the sputter yields of BN films confirm the basic assumptions of the
model wit h respect to sputtering. Nevertheless, under special conditions additional influences
of compressive- stress and film stoichiometry have to be taken into account which are, however,
not contradictory to the model. ~

1 Introduction,, ,,,
Bc~ron  nitride exists similar to carbon in two main crystalline modifications, hexagonal BN
(h-BN) and cubic BN (c-BN)  which are similar to graphite and diamond, “respectively. C-BN
exhibits, excellent materiaJ  properties, and several applications are imaginable [1]. Therefore,
the ‘deposition of high qu~ty’ c-BN thin films is a great challenge but understanding of the basic
mechanisms is the key to improve film quality. ,Nowadays,  c-BN films are commonly deposited
by ion assisted deposition methods (CVD as well as PVD) which lead to nanocrysta.lline  films.
All these deposition methods have been shown to work within the same range of rhicroscopic
deposition parameters and, therefore, to rely on the same basic mechanisms [2]. A model was
developed which assumes selective sputtering of h-BN with respect to c-BN to play the dominant
role in the c-BN growth process [3]. The nucleation process for which additional mechanisms
have to be takeninto  account will not be treated .here.  For a detailed discussion we refer to [2, 4].
In order to bring more insight into the sputter behaviour of BN films’ we performe!  ion beam
sputtering experiments with h-BN and c-BN.  The main results, high absolute sputter yields and
a. selectivity of approx. 1.5 between the yields of” h-BN and c-BN are discussed in light of the
sputter model.

z T h e  s p u t t e r  m o d e l

Recently, we presented a data collection for ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) of c-BN and
,developed  a model which assumes selective sputtering of h-BN to be the basic mechanism for
c: BN deposition [3]. Meanwhile the data collection could  be extended; @ Fig. 1 data fr?m 5
independent’ experiments are included, covering a wide ener~y range from 200” to’ 1200 eV.

The figure shows the dependency of the deposited BN, phase on the ion energy E;O. and the
ion to boron atom arrival ratio F = !&n/~B (1%~ ,’ “ion flux; FB,  flUX of bpron atoms). ‘The
other deposition parameters were kept nearly constant: In every investigation mixtures of argon
and nitrogen ‘ions and substrate temperatures of about” 400 *C were used [2]. H~BN  is found
for low F values but with iricreasing  ion’ bombardment a quite sharp transition to c-BN occurs.
If the ion flux is increased further, no net ~lm growth  can be detected.  TWO more findings are
worth to be mentioned but will Rot be discussed in detail: First, the .,behaviour .at high energies
is somewhat unclear. Some data indicate a transition from c-BN to a. mixture of h-BN and
C- BN which may be attributed to radiation damage. In. contrast, Mirkarimi et al. found 80 ~0
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Figure l\ Dependence of the structure of IBAD BN films on ton energy E~on and the ion to B atom
arrival ratio  F. Circles ,  data from Tanabe et  al .  [25];  ,squares, data froni  Kester et al. [6]; trian
data  f rom Bouchier  et, aL [26];  up s ide  “down tTiangles: daia from Ganzetti  et aL [27].  The dotted●
represents the transition evaluated by Mirkarimi  et al. ~ with laser ablation IBAD [5] and the dashed 
the dependency of the inverse sputter yield Y-l of Si undeT argon bombardment [8]. Both were jitted to
Fh a t  500 e  V .

c-BN even at an ion energy of 1200 eV [5]. Second, -above 500 eV, the flat dependency of the
boundary bet ween h-BN and c-BN I“ is determined by the fact that a B/N ratio of nearly 1 is
required for c-BN growth [3]. In conventional IBAD, the nitrogen is sustained only by the ion
beam (mostly as N:) and therefore with a 1:1 mixture of nitrogen and argon ions Stoichiometv
can only be achieved above approx. F % 1. In contrast, with ,ion beam assisted laser ablation
‘(were nitrogen is also offered from the BN target), the transition from h-BN to c-BN is not
d e t e r m i n e d  b y  s t o i c h i o m e t r y ,  e v e n  a t  h i g h  i o n  e n e r g i e s  ( d o t t e d  line),

In Fig. 1 only IBAD is considered but it is known that c-BN can” also be deposited with ion ,,
assist ed plasma deposition ( CVD as well as PVD). With these methods the determination of
the flux ratio F is nearly impossible. Therefore we focused on the number of incorporated boron”

~ -atoms per incident ion F* [2]. The resulting data are shown in Fig. 2. With this parametrization,
::, , ~~ ~ the energy range for which some knowledge exists could be extended down to about 30 eV. ●. ,..>. From. Fig., 2 it is evident that the parameter ranges and therefore the basic mechanisms in

PVD as well as CVD ion assisted c-BN  deposition are the same and that ,1OW ion energies can
“~ be compensated by high ion currents. F and F* are only specified in terms of total ions per

“ ‘; ’:s;~ncoming  respective incorporated boron atom alth’ough in the relevant experiments different ion
.,, . compositions (mainly with the ‘plasma “methods different argon to nitrogen ratios) were used

“’:’ [2]. This simplification is justified because the sputter yields of h-BN under” argon and nitrogen
“”; bombardment are similar (see below). Therefore, the well known fact that the, c-BN growth

. . . . .,, region becomes extremely narrow with pure nitrogen bombardment [6] must be attributed to
differences in the nucleation process. It has been shown that c-BN films, in contrast to h-
BN, posess a markable  amount of incorporated argon [7] which may support the build-up of
compressive stress required for nucleation [2].

According to the sputter model, the boundaries in Fig. 1 between fi-BN and c-BN (below ’500
eV plus dotted ‘line above 500 eV) respective c-BN and the ‘no growth’ region are interpreted to
be due to material removal processes. Two processes are taken into account. First, resorption of
incoming material which is governed by the temperature dependent sticking probability of boron
SB (T), and second sputtering of incorporated atoms by the ion bombardment. Because surplus
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Figure 2: Dependency of the boundary between h-BN and c-BN  on ion energy EiOn and the number  tif
boinbardjng””ions  per incorporated B atom fo~ CVD as well as PVD deposition methods. CVD, data 
Yokoyama  et al. [1 7] ,  Kuhr  et al. [21]  and Dworschak et al. [28, 29]. PVD data from Ulrich i$
[31?, 31], Bouchier  et al. [26, 32], Tanabe et al. [25, 33] and Sueda et al. [23]. The dotted line repre
~ht! dat_a’ of Mirkarimi  “at ‘al. [5]1 The full line represents  the dependency of the inverse sputter yield Y– 1
of Si under argon bombardment [8], fitted to the data at 500 e V.

are characterized b ynitrogen diffuses out [3], only the boron is considered, and the boundaries
the equality of the incoming boron flux FB and the flux of removed boron,,

;(1) ‘
of h-BN resp. c-BN

FB =’ F~m = (1 - .SB(’T))FB  + 0.5Y~,C(E;On, ~)~on

y!,~(l%, G) represents the sputter yields (B- plus N-atom: per’ ion)
under the relevant bombardment conditions [2]. From equ, (1), it follows for the boundaries

Fh,c =
2sj(T) ‘ “

Yh,C(&n,@)
(2)

from which several conclusions for the transition from h-BN to c-BN can be drawn.
First, the absolute sputter yields should be sufficiently high to explain the boundaries, and a
selectivity y between the sputter yields of h-BN and c-BN should e~st. These points are investi-
gated by the sputter experiments presented below.
Second, according. to Equ. (2) the energy and angle of incidence dependencies should vary like
the inverse sputter yield  of h-BN under argon and nitrogen: bombardment. Unfortunately thes
dependencies “are not known; nevertheless, parzdlels to well investigated materials can be drawn.
In case of the angle of incidence it has been shown that with increasing angle the boundary bet:
ween h-BN and c-BN shifts to lower F values [2, 26] which is in agreement with collision cascade
theory. Evaluation of reliable. energy dependencies down to low energies is somewhat critical. ~~
Monte carlo simulation methodes significantly underestimate experimental sputter yields below
200 eV. The same holds for analytical calculations [8]. Therefore experimental data have to
be taken for comparison. Some energy dependencies for light elements may be taken from [8].
Between 200 and 500. eV the yield is n~arly  proportional to the ion energy, the dependency
becoming stronger below 2.00 eV down to the sputter threshold, and “weeker  than Y
500 eV [8]. Data for Ar + Si are included in Figs. .1 and 2 which fit the transition
to c-BN welI. ,.

@ .
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3 Experiment

Sputter yield measurements were performed at the ISA 150 sputter facility at the Institut  fur 
Oberflachenrnodifizierung,  Leipzig. The ion beam was extracted from a Kaufmann ion source
During the measurements, the beam was neutralized by t hermal  electrons from a heat ed filament.
The homogeneity of the beam is better than +5 % for a beam diameter of 150 mm. The ion
beam current densities were between 0.1 mA/cm2  at 200 eV and 0.38 mA/cm2 at 800 eV. They
were measured without charge neutralization by means of a faraday., cup before and after the
“etching step. The ion energy was determined from the accelerating voltage. The samples were
mounted on a water cooled substrate holder and were irradiated under normal incidence. The
distance between ion source and sample was 38 cm. A base pressure of 10-4 Pa was achieved
by means of a .1500 1/s turbo pump. The working pressure was 10 -2 Pa due .to the gas flow
into the ion source, ‘Parts of the samples were coated by photoresist (type AZ 13507.  After.
the measurement, the resist was released, and the resultant step heights were mess’ured by
profilometry.  For determination of the sputter yields a. density of 2.29 g/cm3  for’ h-BN was
assumed. For c-BN containing films a linear approximation between the..densities  of h-BN and
c-BN (3.48 g/cm3)  according to the c-BN content was used. The sputter yields are always
given in ‘total sputtered atoms per ion’ disregard the detailed ion beam composition (in case of
‘ n i t r o g e n ) .

For comparison; we calculated the sputter yields of h-BN with the well known binary collision ●
code TRIMSP  using Kr-C potentials [9]. The surface binding energy (SBE)  is the only fit
parameter. In case of nitrogen bombardment a ,beam composition of 80- Yo N+ and 20 ?10 N; was
assumed which is a typical value for Kaufmann ion sources [10, 11]. One N; with the energy E
was treat ed as’ two nitrogen atoms, each with energy E/2.

4 Results . ,
In a first step, the dependence of the sputter yield of h-BN on the ion energy between 200 and “
800 eV for argon and nitrogen bombardment was investigated.

~ In ordei  to exclude influences of different samples, all measurements were performed

I I
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Figure 3: Energy dependence of the sputter yields of h-BN and silicon from experiment and TRIM$P
calculations. For the calculations, the SBE’S were set to 4.46 e V [8] and 3 e V for silicon and h-BN,
respectively. In ,case of nitrogen bombardment an ion beam composition of 20 % N+ and 80 % $ was
assumed.
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sample was irradiated simultaneously. The h~BN flm was prepared by RF plasma CVD from
borane amine (BH3 : N H3) and had .a thickness of approx. 1 pm. With AES we proved that
the h-BN sample was stoichiometric  and the amount of contaminations was low (1 %. C, 1%
O.). The infrared spectrum of the film showed two peaks characteristic for the BN “stretching
and the BNB bending vibrations of h-B.N. The refractive index was determined by ellipsometry
(Plasmos  SD 2100) to be’n,= 1.72 at awavele,ngth  of 632 nm which is very close to the value of
1.71 reported for amorphous and polycryst  alline h-BN [12].

Fig. 3 shows the resulting ion energy dependency. Under. argon as well as nitrogen bom-
bardment unexpected high sputter yields at energies below 400 eV were observed.’ A systematic
error in the determination of the ion current or the step heights can’ be excluded since the
simultaneously measured yields of Ar + Si fit well to other measurements [8] and T“RIMSP
calculations: Furthermore in test  measurements with silicon” sputtering a good reproducibility
was found. “Possible reasons for the, above effect may be the smoothening  of the surface with
increasing ion dose (see below). Therefore, with low ion doses (at low ion energies) the yield~’of

Furthermore an influence of the residual gas which is most pro-a rough surface is measured.
nounced at low ion currents can not” be excluded, For sputtering of compounds also changes. in

,’?,
.,

I
,<

‘.

\

..! ,’ ,

small parts of one and the same h-BN film. For comparison, in every. measurement a silicon

.

,

surface topography, composition and morphology dependent on the ion dose have been observed
which may influence sputter yields [13]. Such ‘dose effects do not occur in ion assisted deposition
which represents in this view the steady state case. ,’,

In the following we will focus only on the high energy data which show a normal energy
dependency. The yields ,under argon and nitrogen bombardment are similar that, of nitrogen
being slightly higher (e.g. 0.9 and 1.0 at 600 eV). This is also found with TRIMSP  calculations
indicated in Fig. 3. The SBE was set to 3 eV for boron as well as nitrogen atoms which is
distinctly lower than the value determined from the heat of formation (5.7 eV for boron  and
6.32 eV for nitrogen [14]). However, such high SBE’S result in sputter yields of only 0.31 and
0.30 for 600 eV argon and nitrogen bombardment, respectively.

1.2
‘D T h i s  work  ( 6 0 0  eV A r  ion beat-n)

,,
A  W e b e r  ( 2 0 0  eV Ar + N ~ p l a s m a )

[

❑
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❑
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A

\
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.! ,,,

Figure 4:’ Dependency of the sputter rate of BN films on their c-BN content. Open, squares (BN films); 
full square (c-BN crystal) sputtered with 600 e V argon; circles, data of Weber et al. [16]. The full line
indicates the pure density effect ,(rates  which result in equal spatter yields). All data were normalized to
1.

On the other hand, high absolute sputter yields were also found experimentally by” Sainty
et al. with nitrogen bombardment, of IBAD h-BN fJms [11]. From their data with’ q beam
composition of 81% N; and 19% N+ and an angle of ion incidence of 25°, a sputter yield (in

,’
,“

5,’
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total atoms per ion) of approx.  1.5 at 500eV results. Taking into account the different angles,
this is in good agreement with our ‘measurements.

In a second step, films with different .c-BN contents were simultaneously bombarded. owing
.

to the limited number of samples, only measurements under argon bombardment were performed.
In Fig. 4 the squares denote the dependence of the sputter rate (step height) at 600 eV

on the c-BN cent ent. The fiIms were prepared by RF plasma CVD from diborane [15]; all of .
them showed nearly stoichiometric  ‘B/N ratios. The c-BN ‘content was estimated by infrared
spectroscopy [2]. Also shown in’ Fig. 4 are similar measurements of Weber et al. performed with
ECR plasma etching with a mixture of argon and nitrogen [16]. The full line represents the et ch

rate which would result if h-BN and c-BN posess the same sputter yield. It’s slope stems from
the effect of the different densities of h-BN and c-BN. All experimental points lie well below
this line; therefore a decrease of the sputter yield with increasing c-BN ,content is obvious. One
point is worth  to be discussed further, The full square indicates the measured etch rate of a

. . c-BN crystal prepared under high pressure high temperature. conditions. The 1 mm diameter
crystal “(de Beers ABN 300) was mechanically polished to a surface roughness well below 100
nm, masked by a metal foil and irradiated for ,2 hours. From the resultant step height of 600
nm a sputter’ yieId of 0.78 was calculated.

Additional to the above mentioned data, some more investigations of plasma etching of BN
exist. Yokoyama et al. investigated the energy (bias voltage) dependency in ECR.plasma  etching,.. ●
of h-BN and c-BN [1.7]. Osaka et al. performed similar measurements with RF plasma etching

[18], Fig. 5 shows the selectivity between the sputter yields of h-BN and that of the respective
film with the highest c-BN content of all four independent investigations. Every  data point

indicates a selectivity y, > 1 with an average va.he ,of approx. 1.5. In our view, owing to the
limited number of data points, a ieliable  energy dependency can not be derived from Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Selectivity between sputter yields of h-BN and c-BN measured by different authors. Open
squares (BN films) and full square (c-BN crystal), this work; open circles (E CR-plasma) and full circles
( ’RF-p lasma) ,  Osaka  et al. [17, 18]; t r iangles ,  Weber  et al. [16]

To summarize, the following conclusions may be drawn from the above results:
1. The sputter yields of h-BN under nitrogen and argon bombardment are similar. Therefore,
experimental data with different gas compositions show the same transition values in F or F*
in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively.
2. The sputter yields of BN films are significantly higher than calculated with the SBE’S from
the heat of formation. Values of approx.  1 for h-BN and 0.7 for c-BN at 600 eV may be regaraed
as a guideline.
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Furthermore, some h-BN films were also investigated with atomic force microscopy (NanoS-
cope III) before and after  etching. It was found that nitrogen as well as argon etching of h-BN
films results in smoothening of the surface. the effect beeing more pronounced with nitrogen. A
dose of 6.7.1018 cm-2 under 600 eV nitrogen bombardment led to a reduction of the roughness
from 28 nm to 6 nm rms.

5 Discussion
/

. . ,,
If material removal processes play a ‘significant role, the probability-of an incoming boron atom
to be incorporated in the BN film (pB ) should be significantly” below 1. . .
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Figure 6: Boron incorporation probability ~B as a function of jlux.”ratio  F: squares, data from Botichier  et ~
al. (300 e V and angles of.incidence  of 30 and J?) [26; 32]; circles, data from  Tanabe et al. (normal ion
incidence and: 300 e V left point, 500 e V other points) [25, 33]. In order to compare’ different experiments,
F values were normalized to Fh, representing the flux ratio of the transition from h-BN to c-BN under
relevant experimental conditions. “The lines represent the dependency of p’B according to Equ~  (3) with a
sticking probability of sB = 0.7 and sputter yields Y. = 0.7 and yh = 1 for h-BN an,d c-BN, respectively.

In Fig. 6 experimental values for pB - determined from IBAD experiments are shown as a
function “of the ion to atom ratio F. Because of different experimental conditions the data were
normalized to the value Fh denoting the transition from h-BN to ‘c-BN. ‘It can be seen that p~
decreases with F which is a direct- evidence for sputter processes. An upper limit of pB % 0.4 for
the occurence  of c-BN may be derived from the figure. According .to the simple ,model Scetched

above, p~ can be calculated from Equ. (1) to be

(3)

for pure, stoichiometric h-BN and c-BN films. Therefore PB should vanish for h-BN at the
transition Fh, and for c-BN at the resputter boundary F=. With the values of the sputter yield
derived above the predictions of the model can be tested. A yield for c-BN of YC = 0.7 and a
reasonable value of the stickirig  coefficient of 0.7 (taking the substrate temperatures of about ‘
400°C into account [2]) leads to a no growth boundary at F = 2. By comparison to Fig, 1 it is
found that the absolute value of ‘the c-BN  sputter yield  is we~ suited to-explain the position  o
the no growth boundary.
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In Fig. 6 in addition to the experimental data, the dependency of PB according to equation
(2), assuming Y. + 0.7, Yk = 1 and ST = 0.7, is included for comparison (fitted to the experi-
ment al data at the no growth condition F = 2Fh ). Experiment and model show qualitatively
the same tendency, i.e. the highest values of pB for h-BN at low 1’ values and a decrease with
increasing ion flux.  It should be mentioned that there generally is some uncertainty in the
determination of F (e.g. because of the possibility of charge exchange collisions) as well as in
the determination of pB. However, some quantitative differences between experiment and the
simple model seem to exist:
First, the pB values in case of h-BN are significantly underestimated by t he model. The reason
for this might be a boron enrichment of the surface, which would lead to a reduction of the
sputter yield (see below). Alt bough all data points of Fig. 6 were achieved ‘with atomic flux
ratios N/B > 1, this does not guarantee a st oichiomet ric surface composition. In a detailed
study about the growth dynamics of h-BN markable  discrepancies between the- surface and the
bulk ‘B/N composition have been reported for low N/B fluxes [10].
Second, according to the measured sputter yields, h-BN growth should vanish at approx.  1.4Fh
in contrast to the experimental found value “of Fh. Therefore it can be concluded that the tran-

1 sition boundary Fh is not determined by an absolute instability of h-BN with respect to the
ion bombardment (“direct resputter boundary). Nevertheless, even with a Iow sputter selectivity y
the ion bombardment will influence the growth” velocities in favour of c-BN. This in addition
with the preferential bonding mechanism discussed below may shift the transition to F values

,, somewhat lower as expected from the selectivity in sputter yields. Our model may not be mi-
sunderstood in the manner that the probability of incoming material bonded as h-BN or c-BN

~“
is independent of the material already deposited. In this case two possible conclusions can be
drawn. Either. without ion bombardment a markable  amount of c-BN should be present or the
probability that an incoming atom will be bonded as .c-BN must be very Iow because without
ion bombardment the c-BN content is close to zero. But this requires that in case of c,B-N, pB
is in the percent range. Both possibilities can be definitely excluded so that we conclude that a
strong dependency of the bonding of an incoming atom on the surface bonding conditions must
exist. In other wo~ds,  an atom will be more likely sp3 bonded on c-B N and Spz bonded on h-BN.
This effect is not considered in the simple evaluation of pB according to Equ. (3).

To summarize, despite some experimental as well as theoretical uncertainties, our model so
far agrees well with the basic findings of c-BN deposition but. the nucleation step can not be
understood with our model, alone. In this case, additional effects have to be taken into account,
which are discussed in more detail in Ref. [2]. Nevertheless, also in the c-BN growth step under.
special conditions secondary effects of ion bombardment have further to be taken into account:

, .,, .’ ,’
,.. :. . ‘:’’{Topography  With .ECR  CVD it was shown that with a rough substrate surface lower ion

.“’. ‘: energies are sufficient ‘to reach  the transition to c-BN a~d the no growth region [19], In light of.,...:. .
““ “the sputter model, this agrees well with the dependency oft he sputter yield on the angle “of ion

., :,,.  l ~. ,,.
incidence discussed above.

Morphology In the first step of growth even under c-BN growth conditions a textured h-
BN layer (c-axis parallel to the substrate surface) is found [20, 4], the reason for the texture
being the high compressive stress. Such a layer is expected to be stable with respect to the ion
bombardment because of channeling effects [2], Furthermore this layer was found to be boron
rich [4] which also influences the sputter yields (see below).

Composi t ion Just beneath the resputter boundary, some investigations (CVD,  as well as
PVD)  show a narrow region of films with h-BN like IR spectra [21, 22, 23, 24]. For such films

the term x-BN was introduced [4] because they exhibit marked differences with respect to h-BN.
IR spectra show a shoulder at higher wavenumbers of the 1380 cm-l absorption peak of h-BN
[21, 24] which is a hint for high B/N ratios. Indeed, measurements of the B/N atomic ratio by

8
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AES, resulted always in values >1.2 for x-BN [21] but c-BN has been shown to tolerate only a
narrow range of composition between 0.9 and 1.1 [2].

The surplus boron’ is also the reason for the stability of these filmi under deposition 
ditions.  Boron films have been shown to have a much lower sputter yield than h-BN film
[11]. Furthermore it should be kept in mind that the SBE is determined by the, surface B/N
ratio’ which may differ from the bulk ratio. The reason for the compositional ‘changes might
be preferential sputtering of nitrogen with respect to boron. This was assumed by, Sainty  et ~
al. as explanation for the resulting boron enrichment with increasing ion energy in IBAD h-BN
deposition (although a nitrogen to boron atom flux ratio  of 1.5 was used) [11]. A detailed stud
with inductive coupled plasma (ICP) CVD of BN shows boron “enrichment to accompany, every
phase transition [4]: An’ increase of the B/N ratio was found in the nucleation step (prior 
the transition from textured h-BN to c-BN) as well as during growth for films deposited wit
parameters close to the transitions from h-BN to c-BN respective from c-BN to x-BN in an ion’ 
energy sequence.  ‘ .,

. . . . .

.,. I

,.

6 Summary and conclusions ,’ ,,

In ion assisted deposition, weIl defined parameter ranges for the for~ation  of c-BN’  exist. These
have been shown to be independent of the deposition technique (CVD or l’VD).  The data 
interpreted in terms of a simple sputter model: The bonding state of an incoming atom is deter-
mined by the surface bonding conditions (sp2 or sp3) of the already grown film; the phase purity
Of the surface is governed by selective sputtering of h-BN with resp~ct to c-BN. The predictions
of the model concerning ion “energy, ion angle of incidence and substrate temperature agree we~ .
with the experimental findings. Measurements of the absolute sputter yields of BN films result
in values which are well suited to interpret the location of the c~BN domain in, the-parameter
space. Furthermore, the measured dependency of the sputter yields of BN films on their 
content supports the model. The model is valid for appropriate conditions (stoichiometric  and
s p3 terminated surface);’ deviations result from additional effects: During the nucleation 
the occurence  of ‘textured h-BN is governed by compressive stress. Furthermore, under special
conditions ‘film  stoichiometry influences the deposited phase.
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A b s t r a c t

Nucleation’ and growth of c-BN films by ‘means of, the ICP technique was investigated.
Two different set of experiments, were performed: deposition in dependence of the bias
volt age VB and experiments with varying deposition times. The films  were chara~t  erized
by FTIR,  AES and ellipsometry.  WithoUt  substrate  bias,  cryst~~ne  oriented h-BN was.
obtained wit h the c–axis normal to, the surface. With “Sufficient “bias voltage, a layer of”
vertically oriented h–BN is observed” prior to the formation. of c–BN,  in agreement with
TEM measurements recently published in the literature. We observed further a significant
increase of the boron to nitrogen ratio prior to the c-BN formation. Preferential sputtering
of nitrogen with respect to boron with increasing ion bombardment seems to be the reason
f o r  t h i s  behaviour.

Introduction

Films with a distinct content of c-BN can be deposited with two different types of depo-
sition techniques, up to now: the ion beam techniques (e.g. IBAD) on the one hand and
the ion induced PECVD methods on the other hand [1]. Recently [1, 2], we’demonstrated
that both depend on the same mechanisms among which ion induced sputtering plays a
most important role [3, 4]. The ion bombardment and therefore the sputter mechanism ,
is detrimental to applications of the c–BN since it reiults  in films with very small crystal
sizes [5 – 50 nm) [5] and a large mechanical stress, causing the films to peel off.

In order to overcome these problems it is important to search for mild CVD processes,
e.g. HFCVD and MWCVD  similar-, to the deposition of diamond. “One approach may be
to separate the c–BN nucleation step from the growth of the films as has been successfully
realized in the case of diamond. To our knowledge, such a separation has not ‘been ‘inve-
stigated up to now. The first step in this direction is obviously to collect more-data and
information about  nucleation and growth of c–BN.

Unfortunately, literature dataon nucleation are scarce. However, transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) pictures recently presented by Kester  et al. [6] and other groups [7]
gave first insight into the nucleation mechanism of c–BN: It was found that prior to C– “.

BN formation first a layer of amorphous boron nitride (a-BN)  is deposited followed by
:’

,.

1
,’

,.
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a crystalline, textured hexagonal  boron.  ni tr ide (h–BN)  with the c–axis parallel to the
surface.

In order to contribute to the evaluation of the nucleation mechanisms we investiga
the nucleation and growth of c–BN as a function of time and ion energy. Films w
deposited with the inductively coupled plasma (ICP  ) technique [5] and characterized by
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),  Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)  j and
ellipsometry.  Our results are in good agreement to the sequence shown by Kester et al. [6],
and will be discussed in view. of possible mechanisms leading to this nucleation sequence.

,,

Experimental

ICP deposition set–up The ‘ICP set-up used in our experiments has been described
in detail in another publication [5]. An inductively coupIed plasma (RF;  13.56 MHz) with
a very high ion density is created within a quartz tube on top of a stainless steel reactor.,.
The signal of a second 13.56 MHz generator is coupled capacitively to the substrate holder
leading to a substrate bias VB. eAD exper imen t s  d i scussed  in  the  fo l lowing  sec t ions  h
been carried out  with a mixture of  trimethyl  boraz ine  (TMB),  ni t rogen and argon:  
Tab. 1 we summarized the typical process parameters for c–BN deposition, and also some
import ant properties’ of the resulting films.

proces:
base pressure
working pressure
rf power (ind. ) ‘
rf substrate bias
ion density
substrate temperature
argon flow ~
nitrogen flow

parameti
[mbar]
[mbar]
[ w ” ]
[v]
[cm-’]
PC]
[seem]
[iccm]
[seem]

+m=’ +”’-
2 .10-2

8 0 I

l.’ ‘ ‘“
0-200
5 ~ 1010

500
50
25

TBM- flOW %1-2
film properties ‘.

growth rates -  [nrn/min] < 10 Table 1: Summary of the major
stoichiometry 0.9< B/N <1.1
carbon content ,[%]

process parameters of the ICP pro-
< 5 cess used in our. investigation, and

oxygen content [%] “ ;52 , of some important properties of the
max. c–BN content [%] resulting c–BN films [5].

. .

Characterization The analytical measurements were performed by Auger electron spec-
troscopy (AES)  for determination of stoichiometry and contaminations, by ellipsometry
to measure the refractive index and the film thickness, and by Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy to determine the c–BN content and to investigate the structure of the de-
posited films. The AES measurements were performed with a standard procedure (1 min
sputtering [Ar+, 12 keV] and calibration with a standard probe) described in more detail
in [5].

There are three main absorption peaks in FTIR spectra of h-BN respective mixed h–
BN/c–BN films (cf Fig. 2): The 1380 cm-l peak stems from the in-plane B–N stretching
mode (v;P ) of h–BN, the 780 cm-l peak is due to the. out–of–plane B–N–B deformation

2
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ss in hexagonal boron nitride- and the,.: .
re~ationship  of the vibration axis of these modes to the electric field vector of unpolarized light -“
for horizontal respective vertical arrangement of the h-BN layers, CMy those modes with the’
vibration axis parallel to the electric field vector are seen in our experiments. ,“”

!, .. ..-.;,, ,

mode (60P), of h-BN [8]. Both vibration modes are shown schematically in: Fig. 1. At
approximately 1080 cm–l  there is the rests trahlen band (TOC) of c–BN [9]. The’ standard
procedure to determine the c-BN content Cc of a film is a comparison of the heights of
the viP respective TOC peaks [1, 10]:

cc= I&=
ATOC + Avip

(1)

Usually, evaluation of the IR spectra of c-BN/h-BN mixed films is restricted to the
determination of CC according to (1). However, these spectra contain a lot of further
inforrnations  on the structure and properties of h–BN and h–BN/c–BN  fi~ms, respectively,
as becomes evident from a closer examination of the spectra’ in Fig. 2. For example,

- differences can be seen in the ratio of the heights of the h-BN v~P arid ~oP peaks (l?uj:=

A~iP /AJOP ), the FWHM of the ViP band, and the position of the three peaks:

, In the following, we wiII restrict our discussion to the ratio Rvb of the two h-BN peaks, -
and the position OOP of the B–N–B deformation mode: Crystalline hexagonal boron nitride
consists of stacked layers of hexagonaJ  rings (Fig. 1). Therefore, the optical properties of h–
BN are anisotrop. If unpolarized light at normal incidence is used for the IR measurements,
Rv$will  depend on the orientation of the. h-BN layers with respect to the substrate surface
(cf Fig., 1): If the c-axis is normal to the surface (horizontal arrangement of t+e ‘layers)
(Fig. la), only the v;; mode wilI be observed. In the case of an vertical arrangement .
(c-axis parallel to the surface) (Fig. lb), both peaks Wiu be seen but &~ wi~ become
minimal.

The dependence of “aoP of the structure of h-BN film @ been investigated  by R.ozen-

berg et al. [11]. They show that aoP is at about 8.16 cm-l for crystaune  films, and shifts
to lower  wavenumber: if the crystalline order is disturbed. For amorphous h–BN, aop i;
in the range between 760 and 780 cm– 1. / -?

to
The anisotropy of h–BN als; reflects in the refractive index which has been reported
be no = 2.05 parallel to the c-axis whereas” perpendicular  to it nl = 1 ;65 was found,. ,-

* .3

... -
,,“
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[12]. For polycryst+ine  and amorphous h-BN  a value of n~.= 1.71 was established [
Finaljy,  the refractive index of CLBN  n= is 2.10 [14].<,

Results and discussion

cm

O v
[ I I I I

2000 1750 1500 1250 1000 7 5 0  500
,.

wavenumber. [ c m- 1 1

—

●

Figure 2: .FTIR spectra of a
ser;es of H–BN  respective h–
BN/c-BN fdms deposited at
constant parameters under va-
riation of the substrate bi~
voltage VB.

.,
To investigate the nucleation of the c-BN  films we performed two sets of experiments:

,. . First we varied the ‘bias ‘voltage VB and deposited films of approx. 100 nm thickness.
. . . . . ,. Subsequently we fixed VB at 130’ V and investigated the nucleation and growth as a
. . -; function of time. Fig. 2 shows the FTIR  spectra, Fig. 3 the ratio RV6,  the refractive index

and the boron to nitrogen ratio (B/N) for the bias voltage series. Fig. 5 depicts the c-BN
cent ent, RV6 and B/N as a function of time fort he second experiment, It was impossible
to measure the refractive index of those films with short deposition
very small film thicknesses of these samples.

With the ICP set-up and the parameters given in Tab. 1, it is
boron nitride films with considerable contents of the cubic phase (up
experiments, on variation of the bias voltage wlile  keeping all other
constant, the following sequence has been found:

times owing to the

possible to deposit
to 75 %) [5]. In all
process parameters

h - B N  ~ c-BN/h-BN + x - B N  + n o  g r o w t h (2)’

4
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,“ This means that for a given set of parameters, on increasing the bias voltage first hexagonal
boron  n i t r ide  and  then  c-BN/h–BN mix tu res  a re  ob ta ined .  Inc reas ing  VB further 
to the’ so called X=BN and then finally to the no growth region. Let us first comment
shortly on the x–BN which is discussed in more. detail. elsewhere [5]: According to its
FTIR spectrum (Fig. 2, 160 V) it consists obviously of a Spz BN modification. However,

the peak shapes are very different to spectra from h–BN. There are also differences between
x–BN and h–BN with respect to film morphology and optical properties. Finally we have
to mention” that these x–13N films are boron rich [5], However, at the moment the exact -
identification of this modification is still standing out.

The bias voltage sequence described by (2) was observed irrespective of the- other
process parameter which, however, determine its position on the VB axis and also the,

maximum c–BN content obtainable [5]. Fig. 2 shows the FTIR spectra of such a sequence.
For O V < VB’”< 120 V only the h-BN peaks but no reststrahlen  band of c–B.N is observed.
The TOC peak appears at V B = 130 V and increases then up to 40 %. Further increas

● the bias voltage then leads to a decrease of the ,TOC band back to zero.

100 bias’ voltage [V]
40 80 - 120 160 . 200

I 1 I 1[ I I
2.18

I
6

0

- 2
1.3

0.9

-- ——----—,  — ------------ --------
I c-EN  ;

I I I I I

I 1 1
11
,,

2 . 0

1.9

1.8

.,7

1.6

0 40 80 120 160 200

bias voltage [VI

. .

Figure 3: Refractive index n,
the ratio R.6 of the h–131’J  ~ip

and  & peaks  (upper  Part),

and the boron to nitrogen ra-
tio (lower part) as a function
of the bias voltage. The error
of R“K was estimated to 10 70

for films with R.J <,10 and to
about 50 ‘?lo for those films with
RV6 >50 which is due to the
small denominator. The boron
to nitrogen ratio <.1 depends
on the increased carbon incor-
poration (ea. 9’70)  of the films
deposited ‘with b;as voltage <
.100 v.

Further information about the nucleation process can be obtained from the bias de-
pendence of the ratio RV6 and the refractive index shown in Fig. 3. All films deposited

without bias or with VB < 10 V possess a refractive index in the range  of 2.0 and a ratio
R.J >50 as shown in Fig 3. These results from t wo independent characterization methods ‘
allow the conclusion that without substrate bias oriented h–BN films are obtained with

the (0001) planes arranged parallel t o the substrate surface.
,,

Further, evidence is provided,
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by FTIR measurements performed under angles
a peak at 816 cm-l appears in addition to the

, ,.,

of 45° respective 60°. In these spectra
very small one .at % 770 cm–l  (cf Fig.

4a) confirming the crystallinit  y as well as the orientation of this h–BN. Th,e reason f~r ,
this oriented growth “which was found for Si( 100) as well as Si(111 ) substrate, is still not
understood up to now.

.-a

ll\

b i a s  s e q u e n c e :  O  V

/l\ parameter:
angle of incidence

b “t ime sequence: 2.5 m i n

8 4 0  8 2 0  8 0 0  7 8 0  7 6 0  7 4 0 8 4 0  8 2 0  8 0 0  7 8 0  7 6 0  7 4 0

w a v e n u m b e r  [cm–l ]
,,

Figure 4: B-N–B deforma-
tion mode 60P of films depo-
sited without bias voltage in
the bias voltage sequence in
dependence of the measuring
angle (a) and after 2.5 min de-
position time in the time se-
quence (b).

If the bias voltage is increased above 10 V; the refractive index and R“6 decrease rapidly
with VB. The decline of RV6 show that the layered, oriented arrangement is destroyed as ,
a consequence of the increasing ion bombardment during the deposition. The refractive
index n = 1.7 hints at polycryst alline or amorphous h–BN. The position of the B–N–B
deformation mode UOP = 770 cm ‘1 finally shows these films to be amorphous.

On further increasing the bias voltage ‘VB” to .120 V the refractive index decreases
to 1,65. This value is identical with the literature value of nl as discussed above, and
therefore a strong hint at a textured h–BN layer, this time with the c–axis parallel to the
surface. If this interpretation is correct, one would expect a minimum of RV6 at V B =
120 V in Fig. 3. First hints of this behaviour were obtained by Friedmann  et al. [15].
In contrast, the figure shows a slight increase of R.j. The reason for this increase is the
missing stoichiometry since the boron to nitrogen ratio increases rapidly at this point as
is aIso evident from Fig. 3. In other experiments with boron rich films always an increase
of RV6 with B/N was observed.

Two more regions have to be add~essed  to complete the discussion of Fig. 3. For 130
V < VB < “150 V, the films contain c–BN. The refractive index reflects the c–BN content
since n will be a superposition of the nh and n=. Further, the films become stoichiometric
again at the onset of c–BN formation which in turn causes RV6 to decrease again. Finally,
for VB > 160 V x–BN is deposited. As have been mentioned earlier, this results in boron
rich films; as a consequence, RV6 increases again.

Let us now turn to the time sequence shown in Fig. 5. One most important result is
that c-BN is observed only after an incubation time of approx. 7 min after which the c–BN
content increases reaching finally a saturation level of 52%.. This means that initially a
h–BN layer is deposited. These results are in agreement with similar  FT-IR  measurements
of Kester  et al. [6] and Friedmann et al. [16]. As has been mentioned above neither its
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refractive index nor its thickness could be determined by eLlipsometry  but an upper limit
of 40 nm, could be estimated for the latter.

Fig. 5 further shows an increase of the BIN.  ratio just before the onset of c-BN forma-
tion, similar to the bias voltage sequence (Fig. 3)’, Once c–BN has formed, the stoichio-
metry is restored, again in analogy “to the bias sequence. (As already mentioned the AES
measurements were performed after  a short Ar sputter cleaning, i.e. ‘near the surface [5].)

o
This analogy between the bias and the time sequence also holds for RA the increase of
which after about 5 reins is again due to overst’oichiometry.  At this point we like to note
that the fiOP peaks in the spectra of the films with t < 7 min are a superposition of two
peaks, one of them below 780 cm-l and the other above 790 cm–l  (cf Fig. 4b); however,

up to now these peaks could not be resolved entirely due to the srna~, film thickness. Ne-
vertheless, this is a furtlier  indication of two phases in these films, one amorphous and one
with a much higher degree of,order.  In combination with the analogy to the biti sequence,
th’is allows therefore the conclusion here also textured layers with the c–axis parallel to
t h e  s u r f a c e  a r e  o b t a i n e d . .

Several aspects of the results presented above are worth to discuss. The proof of the
deposition of textured crystall@e  h–BN with the c–axis normal to the su~face in the case
Of deposition without bias emphasizes the suitability of FTIR as a tool to investigate ,the

I . structure of h–BN and also c–BN films. It would even be enhanced if measurements with
polarized light under oblique incidence” would be performed.

Further, our results are in good agreement with the sequence a-BN, textured h-BN,
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c–BN proposed by Kester et al. [6]. The exact reasoni  of its formation are not known yet
but we like to emphasize the following considerations. The ‘initial a–BN layer may act as
a transition zone. As suggested by McKenzie et al. [17], the ,increasing  biaxial stress as
a result of the ion bombardment will than play an important role in the transformation ‘
from a–BN to textured h–BN since the c–axis is the axis of highest compressibility. In our
experiment we always found evidence for this high stress but were not able to quantify it
owing to microcracking  of the films or even peeling off.

The formation of the met.astable  c-BN instead of the equilibrium phase h-BN on top -.
of this textured layer has to be ‘explained finally. McKenzie. et al. [17] argue agtin  with
the stress; the internal pressure in the fiIm will be sufficiently high to reach’ the regime
in th”e BN phase diagram where c–BN is stable. However, one can also speculate that
formation of c-BN on top of the vertically arranged h-BN layers may be facilitated by
lattice ‘mat thing, ‘similar to ‘the case of diamond where enhanced nucleation at, the edges
of the (0001) basal planes of highly oriented pyrolytical  graphite has been demonstrated
recently [18]. In this case the stress would be needed for the creation of the textured h–BN
layer only, whereas in” the other case it would directly cause the c–13N creation. ●

FinalIy, we like to address the occurence  of overstoichiornet  ric films immediately before
c–BN formation in the time sequence as well as in the bias sequence, and also the return
to stoichiometry once c–BN nucleation has occured.  This has been observed in all of
our experiments. (lt should be noted that the maximum value of B/N ‘within either
sequence depends on the deposition parameters, and that formation of c–BN does not
take place if this maximum vahe is too high.) It is possible that with increasing ion
bombardment nitrogen will be sputtered more easily than boron and that this preferential ‘
sputtering causes the non–stoichiometry  at the point discussed above. This’ would imply
that preferential sputtering of nitrogen is more pronounced in h-BN than in c–BN.

S u m m a r y

The nucleation and growth of cubic boron nitride by means of ICP CYD has been inve-
stigated as a function of substrate bias and deposition time. With low bias, only h–BN
is obtained the structure of which strongly depends on the ion bombardment: A tran-
sition from” crystalline h-B N oriented with the c–axi’s normal to ~ the surface over a–BN ●
to h–BN oriented with the c–axis parallel to the surface was established. Formation of
c–BN is observed only for the last case. Likewise, in the time experiments the formation
of c–BN is preceeded by deposition of a vertically oriented h–BN layer. These results are
in agreement with recently published TEM photographs of the substrate/c–BhT  interface.
We also observed an increase of the B/N ratio immediately before the creation of c-BN,
and assigned it to preferential sputtering.
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